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What's Happened?
This school year is about half gone and a number of
interesting events have taken place on the campus. One
of the most significant was the inauguration of Dr.
Sahly as the twenty-second president of the college. Thi
event provided a very positive image of the school to
many visitors to the campus.
Alan Collins, sculptor from Loma Linda University,
provided meaningful presentations, "The Passions of
Man" and the 'The Ages of Man," for the President's
Lecture Series. The photos on the next page only hint (
the artistry and inspiration shared with the audiences.
The main event for the Alumni Association has been
Homecoming '86. The officers worked hard to provide ai
interesting and worthwhile weekend for those who were
able to attend.
I believe that each alumnus of this school holds a
golden key to the future of our college. If each one of
us encourages the young people that we know to attenc
Southern College of Seventh-day Adventists, it would b<
invaluable in increasing its enrollment.
I have appreciated the opportunity to represent each
of you thus far and look forward to the coming year.
With kind wishes,
Robert A. Lorren, D.D.S., '57
Mailbag
I hope that the people of the Chattanooga area and
specifically of Collegedale and Southern College
understand the great degree of acknowledgement and
respect which has come your way as a result of the
installation of the new organs on campus. It is with
amazement that many of these "westerners" comment (
this great accomplishment for such a "small" heretofon
"unknown" school. We all, of course, know better.
Anyway, the respect is there and I hope that the collet
will capitalize on this unique opportunity for advancing
music as well as the name of the school.
Judy Glass is a performer equal to the caliber of all
the guests of the dedication weekend. Were it not for
her friendship and work with many of these guests, yo
well may not have enjoyed what became neeirly an
historic event in organ circles.
John T. Brown
Temjje, Arizona
I am so proud to have been a student at Southern.
This feeling intensified as I sat in one of my graduate
classes, in the School of Education on the La Sierra
campus of Loma Linda University.
Last class session we happened to be discussing
communication and we got sidetracked on the subject i
friendliness on Adventist college campuses. My professc
had just returned about three weeks earlier from
Southern College and he remarked that out of all the
college campuses he has been to. Southern was the
friendliest. Believe me, he has been to all of the
campuses and that made me feel super.
Hilma L. Griffin
Riverside, Calif
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Sculptor Collins
Awes Audiences
With Portrayal
Of Mankind
"Clay in the jxitter's hand" took on
new dimensions ofmeaning for audi-
ences attending the President's Lec-
ture Series in September.
British-bom sculptor Alan Collins
transformed 100-pound pieces of
modeling clay through the emotions
of living and the stages of life in a
Thursday convocation and a Friday
night vespers. To a backgroimd of
fine music, and a literary script writ-
ten and directed by Dorothy
Minchin-Comm, the audience
watched the chronicling of fear,
anger, pride, greed, mirth, and con-
tentment. (Pictured at right.) The
second program depicted infancy,
childhood, the lover, the soldier,
maturity, old age, and a joyful
epilogue of immortality.
Sculptor Collins is a professor of
art and Dr. Minchin-Comm, a profes-
sor of English, at Loma Linda Uni-
versity. Besides meeting with sev-
eral classes during the week, on
Thursday evening the duo conducted
a seminar in creativity.
Collins, a Fellow ofthe Royal Soci-
ety of British Sculptors, has created
sculptures for churches and public
buildings in Britain and America.
He was commissioned by the Ken-
nedy Memorial Trust to design and
carve the memorial to the late Presi-
dent Kennedy at Runn3Tnede, Eng-
land. Dr. Comm is the author of four
biographies, including His Compas-
sions Fail Not.
Official greetings arrived from scores of col-
leges and universities across the country.
Donald R. Sahly, tv/enty-second pres
The INAUGURATION: REAFFIRMII
Harvard was here. Yale was
here. So were Clemson
and UTC and official del-
egates from 40 other col-
leges and universities.
It was an occasion like none other
in Southern's 96-year history.
Though President Don Sahly is the
22nd president to undertake the
challenge of leading this institution,
his was the first formal inaugura-
tion.
Rather than focusing on the new
president, however, the event cen-
tered on a reaffirmation of Christian
values, and celebrated commitment
to the mission of the college. Faculty
and board members joined together
in reconsecration.
A number of students attended, in
addition to those singing with Die
Meistersinger, playing in the Brass
Ensemble, or helping as ushers.
Dr. Norman J. Woods, president of
Loma Linda University, gave a brief
inaugural address, but not until
greetings were presented on behalfof
various entities, such as the Board of
Higher Education in Washington,
D.C., and the Chattanooga business
community. Bill Bass spoke for the
Student Association, and Ray Hef-
ferlin for the faculty and staff. Other
student delegates included Brenda
Gabbert, senior; Rodney Dixon,
junior; Jill Rice, sophomore; and
Keith Di Domenico, freshman.
"From a student viewpoint, I
thought it was an impressive and
colorful event," said one student. "I
especially liked the s{>eakers because
they got right to the point. Though
there were quite a few of them, they
kept moving right along with very
little repetition."
A freshman added, "I really like
those flags out in front. I wish they
could stay up all the time." He was
referring to the first unfurling of the
eight state flags, a recent gift from an
alumnus, which will be flown with
the American flag for graduations
and other special occasions.
In Dr. Wood's main address, he
told of recently asking "What is ul-
timate freedom?" of the new class at
Loma Linda (which, incidentally, in-
cludes 17 students from SC who had
just entered the School of Medicine).
He was pleased to report that a fre-
quent answer expressed the idea of
"losing myself in service to others.''
He spoke of perspectives and pointec
up in a number ofways why a privatt
school such as ours has its own vi-
tally important place in a societj
which strongly supports public edu-
cation.
After Board Chairman A
McClure's Challenge to Leadershij
and Dr. Sahly's response, Gordor
Bietz presented him with the Bible
"The inauguration made me fee
ten feet tall," said Laurel Wells, fi-
nancial aid director. "It was the
most impressive thing I have evei
attended. People are going to knov
we are on the map, and I feel we ar(
going to reap some definite benefits
The board members who so gener
ously financed the inauguratioi
from their own pockets could no
have made a better investment," shi
went on.
"I know a lot ofkids who wish the
had been there," said one coed wh
was present. "If they had come, the]
might have understood a lot moH
about what an inauguration is like
and how good it was for us to hav
one."
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The president's platform party included representatives of several groups.
The Clydesdale fiorses, provided by area
businessman Ross Lane.
Norman Woods,
speaker, Loma Linda
University president
Ttie Ashton string ensemble provided dinner music.
Christian Values
Somebody who chatted with the
delegate representing the Univer-
sity ofCahfomia at Berkeley also re-
ported favorable impressions. He
had attended several inaugurations
in the Southeast, and "This one
topped them all. The ideal campus
setting, the organ, the pageantry,
the organization of the entire
program—it was really worth com-
ing from Oak Ridge to participate."
Apparently, there were only a
couple of hitches in the program and
those connected the Clydesdale
horses with the parade wagon in
which the "Newly Inaugurated"
president and his wife rode with
Board Chairman Al McClure and his
wife from the church to the inau-
gural banquet.
Moving right into his respon-
sibilities as president, the next
morning Dr. Sahly met for the first
time with the Board of Trustees for
its annual fall meeting to consider a
broad agenda.
Souvenir copies of the printed pro-
gram are still available by writing to
the Public Relations Office at South-
ern College.
THE MACE AND THE
GRAND MARSHAL
Pictured on the cover is
Wayne VandeVere, professor of
business, and grand marshal for
the inaugural procession. His
green and white regalia is in the
school colors. He carries the
Southern College mace, crafted
this year by John Durichek. Its
base is of pine from Jones Hall.
The seven rings indicate com-
pleteness, and the four-sided
segment represents balanced
mental, spiritual, physical, and
social development. The copper
flame sjjeaks both of the Holy
Spirit and the torch of learning.
(Photo by Dave Jenkins)
The inaugural reception included a historical display.
Ortha James Morgan represented Harvard, his alma
mater
SOUTHERN COLUMNS
Southern Update
White Memorial
Chair of Religion
Gets Its Start
63' Tina Frist
Enhanced Christian growth was
the objective of an inaugural
lectureship for the Ellen G. White
Memorial Chair of Religion which
took place in November.
Dr. Gerhard Hasel, dean of the
Theological Seminary at Andrews
University, was the first guest to lec-
ture under the auspices of the newly
endowed chair. His morning and
evening lecture series were "Chris-
tian Living in a Secular World" and
"The Bible Today." He also spoke on
Sabbath.
The endowed chair was estab-
lished last June. Interest earned
from the initial gift is providing for
visiting lecturers during this school
year. It is anticipated the religion
chair will be occupied by a full-time
professor after funding of close to
half a million dollars is completed in
1987 through the generosity of un-
disclosed benefactors.
Dr. Gordon Hyde, professor of re-
ligion and division chairman, in-
Gerhard Hasel, Guest Lecturer
itiated the concept of the chair and
sought out the funding. "A second
purpose for the chair is to underwrite
the publication of occasional papers
in ajournal-sized bulletin," Dr. Hyde
explained. The bi-yearly publication
would include articles, news about
the division, and research being done
by campus teachers.
"This is the first chair in the reli-
CARE (Collegiate Adventists Reaching Everyone) is led by six student leaders who provide the
campus with over 30 varied programs designed to cultivate Christian growth and service.
Pictured, left to right, are: Bob Folkenberg, Jr., of Charlotte, NC, chaplain's assistant; Allar
hAartin, of Williston, Fla., Campus Ministries assistant and CLAS (Christian Leadership Ad-
vancement Source) leader; Mil<e Fulbright, of Apopka, Fla., Campus Ministries leader; Tec
Huskins, of Arden, N.C., CABL (Collegiate Adventists for Better Living) leader; Jill Bishop, 0.
Benton Harbor, Mich., secretary; and Kevin Costello, of Bronx, N. Y., president of the Collegiate
Missions Club. Jim Herman (not pictured) is campus chaplain.
A reception for Bob Edwards, second from right, host of "Morning Edition," the award-winnin
news and information program from National Public Radio, followed his lecture in celebration t
FM90. 5 WSMC's Silver Anniversary. On November 13, 1961, the radio station became the fir:
noncommercial radio station in southeast Tennessee. With identity as "The Classic Expei
ence," it now broadcasts 24 hours a day.
gion area of Adventist denomina-
tional schools on the undergraduate
level," said Dr. Jerry Gladson, pro-
fessor of religion. "It's a wave of the
future, and I hope to see more on this
campus and at other institutions."
Early in the fall semester, stu-
dents enjoyed a religion division re-
treat at Cohutta Springs Camp in
Georgia. Dr. Joe Battistone adminis-
tered profiles on leadership. The re-
treat and guest speaker were also
funded by the chair.
Inaugural speaker Dr. Hasel, a na-
tive ofGermany, taught at Southern
College for several years and pas-
tored in New England before joininj
the Andrews faculty in 1967.
"Our college holds a leadershi
position within the denomination a
a pioneer of endowed chairs," com
mented Dr. William Allen, vice pres
ident for academic administratior
"Endowments not only enrich de
partments, but also add quality an
interest to the campus. As enrol
ment and the college's financial sitv
ation fluctuate, endowed chairs pre
vide stability to the school as sepe
rately funded teaching posts that ar
immune to these changes," Dr. Alle
continued.
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TOGETHER AGAIN
SOUTHERN COLUMNS • 7
NEWS
REGISTRATION
Where it all began: Registration at Doll House, Friday, October 31.
Alumni received programs and ID buttons.
A warm handshake between old friends provides a bridge of time.
O. D. McKee is flanked by Daniel Jensen in
Confederate attire and Southern belle Jen-
nifer Little.
Perfect fall weather prevailed
Coming home ' elicits memories and smiles. for outdoor registration.
VOLUME 38, NO. 3, 1986
I
NEWS
FOUNDERS' DAY
The R. L. Odoms pause a moment at ttie home of Genevieve
and Russell Williams, hosts for an open house at what v/as
once l\^aude Jones' home.
Alumni gifts had helped finance Miss Jones' cottage in the
1940's. She lived In Collegedale from 1917 to 1961.
So-Ju-Conians who had known Maude Jones as an English,
math, or language teacher participated in a memorial service
at the Collegedale Cemetery.
Dozens of her students sought out Maude Jones' love and
advice while she was still living. Now they returned to visit her
former home.
Helen Boykin and Ruth Jacobs joined Miss Jones' great-
grandnephew John Richert to honor the grave of Maude
Jones
Kathryn Wilhelm reads a
tribute.
Charlie Boykin reads favor-
ite scriptures.
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Greg King. '81
NEWS
AWARDS
Southern College is
its students—and its
graduates. Three indi-
viduals were recog-
nized this year for out-
standing achievement
and exemplary service.
Two 20-year graduates
shared the honors as
Alumni of the Year:
David C. Taylor, '66, is now work-
ing with the Adventist Development
and Relief Agency (ADRA) in the
Sudan, and formerly was a mission-
ary in Peru and Bolivia.
Lloyd H. "Buddy" Fisher is a cer-
tified public accountant in Loma
Linda, Calif., and an especially ac-
tive alumni chapter president.
The alumni association executives
pulled off a surprise for Debbie
McKee, '81, one of their nimaber, by
selecting her as Young Alumna of
the Year. She is vice president for
personnel at McKee Baking Com-
pany.
Larry Blackwell
Sara Grant Mitchell Leslie Pendleton and Dewitt Bowen
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NEWS
''THOSE NOSTALGIC YEARS"
Sue Mills VanCleave. 72
Juggler Dave Perkins Mickey with
Marcia Hildreth McGrath
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HONOR CLASSES
1926
Left to right: Katharyn
Anderson Crowder.
Minam Bruce Boyd. Ruth
King McKee (honorary).
1936
Lett to right, front row:
Pearl Davis Perez. Sadte
Liles. Sara Grant
Mitchell. Ercel Bradley
Bennett. Martyn Ingram
McFarland, Louise Sisk
Laird. Ann Brooke
Cullens. Bertha Lee
Braddock Johnston. Lora
Hazard
Second Row: Margaret
Deaux Taylor. Leslie
Newman. E. Lewell
Smith. Sr . Helen
Kicktiter
1946
Left to right: Connne
Dortch Bums. Margarita
Mernman. Ann Morgan
Wheeler. Joyce Young
Wood. Ruby Ajkman
Shields. Juanita Mathieu
Norrell. Louise Olsen
Warner
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HONOR CLASSES
1961
Left to right, front row:
Janet Beckner Brock.
Martha Silver. Jar)ice
Black Short. Manlyn
Bottomley. Jolena Taylor
King. John Lonberg. Ann
Rorabow Clark. Gene
Crawford. Mary Ruth
Seibert Hughes. Sarah
Whitt French. Pat Elliott.
Gladys Lawless Fowler
Second Row: Dwayne
Dickerson. Julius Garner.
Richard Green. Dan
Rozell. Randall Fox.
Charles Watkins. Sara
Brown Torres. Betsy
Carawan Cline. Sylvia
O'Bnen Mahrie. Jeanne
Pews Miller.
1976
Latt to right, front row:
Linda Lowe Moms, Heidi
Neptune Weaver. Vadis
Umlaut Sagadraca. Floyd
Fmcher. Dale Townsend.
Janet Kramer Townsend.
Lester Keizer. Gale
Jor)es Murphy. Bill
Hoover. Roger Wiehn.
Russetl L Lazarus.
Jocetyn Styron
Atemathy. Susan
Hamngton Carey
Second Row: Darieen
Bkjns Handal. Jude
Wade Forbes. Pamela
Bieich Patterson. Glona
Medford Cooper. Madge
Lambeth Davis. Joan
Clafke. Teresa Williams
Hunt. Karen Reed, Judy
Wright Clarke. Ruth Earle
Wiehn, Michael Cruz.
Nancy Bacheller,
Shawna Graham Downs,
bnda Vanderlaan
Waagen
Third Row: Cherie Baize
Hay. Suzanne Knight
Roach. Karen Taylor
Canthers. Myra Miller
Cowley. Diane Parsons
Wineland. Rebecca
Coilver. Gene Pelletier.
Larry Lee. Bob Fekete,
Jim Pratt. E Rackley
Ivey. Jack Waagen
Fourth Row: Duane C
Anderson. June
Anderson. Jean Herman
Smith. Tina deVnes Rut.
Eulita Wyatt Heisey. Herb
Carithers. Tim Snow.
Rob Mills. Jim Clarke,
Oyde Runyon
"ET
1981
Left to right, front row:
Donna Lee Zacknson.
Christie La Fave Land.
Jessie Bright Adams.
Claudia Ziebart Smith
Second Row: Michelle
Buch Crosby. Evonne
Hanson Gallimore.
Mefanie Satterfield
Graves. Kathleen Ann
Fillman. Marfone Klose
Durham. Maxine Kay.
Karia Robertson. Debbie
McKee
Third Row: Mark
Crosby. 60 Carwile. Fred
l-and. Randy Daniel.
Philip Young. Charles
Beck, Fairl Sparkman
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SOUTHERN PEOPLE
Jeanette Bryson Peg Bennett Bill Oliphant
Katie Lamb Dean Kinsey Marvin Robertson
The Board of Trustees
has appointed Jeanette
Bryson as an associate
dean. She moved to
Collegedale from Garden
Grove, Cahf., where she
taught English at
Orangewood Academy. She
and her late husband,
George E. Bryson, spent
12 years in mission service
in West Africa. Mrs.
Bryson is the author of
the book Kudar.
The post of director of
libraries has been given to
Peg Bennett, an associate
professor of library science
and former head cataloger.
McKee Library has a
collection of about 180,000
volumes, 10,000 of which
form a nursing material
resource center on
Southern's extension
campus in Orlando, Fla.
Miss Bennett, a graduate
of Southern College,
received her B.A. degree
in chemistry in 1956, later
shifting her career from
medical technology to
library science. She earned
her master's degree in
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library science at Florida
State University in 1971,
after which she returned
to Southern College as a
faculty member. Miss
Bennett is a member of
Beta Phi Mu and various
library associations.
C. A. (Bill) Oliphant
has joined the faculty as
chairman of the journalism
and communication
department. He will
assume teaching duties in
JanuEiry. Dr. Oliphant has
immediate plans to add
classes to the present
curriculum in the areas of
public relations,
journalism, and broadcast
production. A Journalism
Professional Advisory
Council is being set up to
help meet goals of the
department. Dr. Oliphant,
who holds a doctorate in
mass communication from
the University of Iowa,
previously served as senior
vice president for Coffey
Associates, Inc., and editor
of the journal Health
Scene. He has 13 years of
college and university
teaching experience.
The acting chairman for
the Division of Nursing in
the absence of Cathy
Knarr, who is on doctoral
study leave at Loma Linda
University, is Katie Lamb,
associate professor of
nursing. In her new
management role, Mrs.
Lamb oversees the
activities of the division
and represents both
Orlando and Southern
College campuses. She is
also the curriculum
coordinator and upper
division coordinator for the
nursing division, and is
responsible to the State
Board of Nursing. Mrs.
Lamb joined the staff in
1972. She graduated from
Union College in
Nebraska, and from the
University of Central
Arkansas, and is now
working toward her
doctorate. She and her
husband, Ed Lamb, a
behavioral science teacher
at Southern, have a son
and a daughter, both
attending Southern
College.
The new associate vice
president for development
and planned giving is
Dean Kinsey. Mr. Kinsey
has taken the place of
Stewart Crook, now
director of endowment for
the Southern Union of
Seventh-day Adventists.
Mr. Kinsey previously
served as endowment
director for the Florida
Conference, and as vice
president for
administration at Southern
College's Orlando campus.
He also spent eight years
as principal of Forest Lake
Academy. Mr. Kinsey, '56,
earned a history degree at
Southern, and a master of
education degree at Boston
University. The Kinseys
have two sons, Scott and
Rick, who currently attend
SC.
Marvin Robertson has
been apj)ointed director of
summer sessions and
director of continuing
education as part of his
new position as director
for the Division of Adult
Studies and Special
Programs at Southern
College. Dr. Robertson's
duties include coordinating
long- and short-term
conferences, seminars,
workshops, and programs
for continuing education. /
special program for gifted
children and programs
connected with the college
departments are among
future goals for the
division. The division
headquarters is in the
Conference Center, a
housing facility for campu
and community guests. In
addition to conducting Die
Meistersinger, the
31
-member male chorus,
which is working toward i
Soviet Union tour in May
1987, Dr. Robertson is the
minister of music for the
Collegedale Church.
Wayne VandeVere,
chairman of the business
department, has been
named to the Ruth McKe
Chair for Entrepreneursh
and Business Ethics. Thia
is the first fully endowed
chair on a North Americe
Adventist college campus.
Because Dr. VandeVere
was already on the facult
funding was opened up fd
another teaching position
in the business
department. Screening of"
candidates is still in
progress. Kent Campbell,
previously invited to join
the department, declined
due to personal
circumstances. The chair
honors Ruth King McKet
who has displayed strong
entrepreneurial skills as
vice president for
purchasing and receiving
at McKee Baking
Company, working
alongside her husband, C
D. McKee, since 1934.
SOUTHERN PEOPLE
Five lay individuals
have been elected txD the
Southern College Board of
Trustees: James Boyle,
Harvey Murphy, Robert
Murphy, Winton Preston,
and Bonnie Wilkens. The
new president, Donald
Sahly, is also new to the
board.
James Boyle recently
joined the Adventist
Health Systenx'Sunbelt
corporate offices in
Orlando, Fla.. as executive
vice president. In his new
position he will chair the
board of managers at
Tennessee Christian
Medical Center in
Madison, Tenn.. where he
formerly was president.
Boyle graduated from
Southern in 1966 with a
theology major, £ind minors
in biology, education, and
Greek.
Harvey Murphy is
semi-retired from Murphy
Body Works, a firm which
manufactures refrigerated
truck bodies and trailers.
An elder and treasurer of
the Roanoke Rapids SDA
Church, in Roanoke, N.C.,
he served nine yeatrs on
the Carolina Conference
Executive Committee. He
hais served on the boau-d of
directors of the Truck
Body and Equiptment
Association in Wsishington,
D.C. for the past 15 years.
Robert Murphy, who has
owned and operated
Murphy Builders, Inc. in
Longwood, Fla., for the
past 14 years, graduated
from Southern in 196.5
with double majors in
communications and
religion. He presently
serves on the Florida
Conference Endowment
Committee, the Southern
Union Endowment
Investment Committee, and
the Endowment Committee
of Southern College.
Winton Preston,
president of F*reston
Graphic Communications,
Inc., in Cleveland, Tenn.,
has spent most of his life
involved in printing.
publishing, and the
graphic arts. A former
manager of the College
Press in Collegedale,
Preston has served on
numerous committees, and
is currently the president
of Cohutta Springs
Development Associates.
He graduated from
Southern in 1948 with a
degree in business
administration, and is a
member of the Bowman
Hills SDA Church.
Bonnie Wilkens, a wife
and mother, is in her
eleventh year as board
chairman for the SDA
elementary school in
Jellico, Tenn. She has
served on the
Georgia-Cumberland
Conference Board of
Education and the
Greorgia-Cumberland
Academy board. Mrs.
Wilkens attended Columbia
Union College and Loma
Linda University, receiving
her master's degree in
nursing. She and her
husband have two sons
attending Southern
College, Greg and Todd.
Marsha Rauch has
returned to the faculty of
Southern College as
associate director for the
division of nursing at the
Southern College Orlando
campus. She assumed her
duties on August 1.
Board member Eugene
A. Anderson has provided
funds for the Heiller
Organ Concert Series
which began the end of
October. On Tuesday,
February 17, guest
organist Peter Planyavsky
continues the sequence and
on Thursday, March 26,
Guy Bovet will wrap up
the series of four concerts.
Frank Di Memmo,
instructional media
director, announces the
availability of Dr. Gerhard
Hasel's recent lectures on
copyrighted tape (see
article on page 6). The
entire set of 11 audiotapes
is $28.95 including postage
and handling. Call (615)
238-2111, Ext. 726, or
write to Instructional
Media Department, P.O.
Box 690, Southern College,
Collegedale, TN
37315-0370. Information is
also available concerning
VHS videotapes of the
series or single audiotaped
lectures.
Thirty-two students are
spending the current
school year as Student
Missionairies in various
countries. Seven of the 32
are serving in Seoul,
South Korea. They are:
Bryan Boyle, Dennis
Golightly, Blanca Grand,
Scott Kemmerer, Chris
Lang, Clark Larrabee, and
Robert Portugal.
Another seven £U-e
serving in Bangkok,
Thailand: Karen Carter, Liz
Cruz, Sharon Dyke, Debi
Pickle, Pam Sadler, John
Solo, and Brenda Sparks.
Four students—Shannon
Bom, Anita Moreland,
Randy Reece, and Mark
Wedel
—
are teaching on
the Marshall Islands.
Becky Boyer and Lomette
Francis are serving in
Mayaguez, Puerto Rico,
and Lisa Springett and
Werner Stavenhagen are
serving in Agat, Guam.
Other student
missionaries are: Dana
Austin, in Montemorelos,
Mexico; Gary Bradley,
serving in Taiwan; David
Fries in Zambia, Africa;
Don Goodwin in Kolonia,
Pohnpei; John Grys in
Grand Lancy, Switzerland;
Rhonda Larrance in
Port-au-Prince, Haiti, West
Indies; Twyla Shank in
Tokyo; Kevin Spicer in
Menton, France; and Karen
Williams serving in Osaka,
Japan.
Food Fair Raises Funds
Vanessa Radovan, left, vice president of the Collegiate /Missions Club,
coordinated tfte International Food Fair held in November. Nalini Man-
ukonda, right, one of the students representing 27 foreign countries at
SC this year, participated in the Southern Asia booth. Exotic dishes
typical of the Orient, Europe, and other regions were served. Profits of
$2,299 from the fund-raising event will assist Student li/lissionaries who
devote a year of service in an overseas post. The Student /Missionaries
raise at least three-fourths of their travel expenses, but sometimes need
additional help. Jan Rice and Chaplain Jim Herman are the club spon-
sors.
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1920's
Martha (Montgomery! Odom, '24. is retired
from being a teacher, secretary, and missionary',
but continues to write. She and her husband.
Robert, live in Chattanooga. Tenn.
H. Raymond Shelden, student ':9-'3l . is retired
from teaching chemistry at Loma Linda Univer-
sity. La Sierra Campus.
1 930's
Nena (Lovmggood) McAJpine, student '35-'37,
is a retired elementary school teacher who has
been widowed for almost eight years. She lives in
Selma, Ala.
Albert C. Smith, student 29-"35. is retired from
the Louisiana Division of Employment Security,
and from pastoring the Mansfield. La.. SDA
Church. He and his wife live in Shreveport, La.
Alberta (Pines) Spanos, "32. is living in Creve
Coeur. Mo., with her husband. Ted. She sends
best wishes to all of her friends.
1 940's
Violet (Stewart) Lang, '4.'i-'47. and her hus-
band. Harold, live in Berrien Springs. Mich. They
have three grown children, Robert. Jerry, and
Sharon.
Margarita (Dietel) Merriman, '46. is a professor
of music at .'\tlantic Union College. She and her
husband live in South Lancaster. Mass.
Catherine (Fox) Mizelle, student 40-'42. and
'44. is an elementary school teacher and principal
in a small school in Salisbury. Md.. where her
husband. Fenton. is a volunteer aide. They are
entering their third year on Maryland's eastern
shore. They invite all to stop by for visitors' din-
ner at the Park SDA Church. Rt. .<IOE. Hobbs Rd.
.
Salisbury. Md.
Dorothy (Graves) Salbany, '49. is a housewife
and secretary, and served 15'/^ years with her
husband in territory of the Eastern African Divi-
sion. She and her family make their home in Law-
renceburg. Tenn.
Ruby (AikmanI Shields, '46. is a reference li-
brarian for archives and manuscripts at the Min-
nesota Historical Society. She and her husband
plan to move to the Collegedale vicinity for re-
tirement. The Shields presently live in Min-
neapolis. Minn.
Max L. Ritchie, student '43-'47. and his wife.
Catherine (Farrell), student '42-'47. live in Egnar,
Colo. After 37 years in the ministry as a minister
and minister's wife, they retired two years ago on
8.'> acres in southwestern Colorado, at Big Pine
Ranch. Their activities include building a house,
traveling, and helping with the local church.
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1950's
James Fulfer, '50. and his wife Olive (Tyson),
are living in Haiti. West Indies, where Jim is the
ADRA/Haiti director and Olive directs ADRA's
mother/child health project.
Weidon D. Martin, '.'il. and his wife live in
Georgetown. Ky.. where he is a principal/
teacher.
Jerry F. Medanich, '.M. who is the adminis-
trator of Highland Hospital in Portland. Tenn..
was advanced to membership status in the
American College of Healthcare Executives. The
college is an international professional society
representing over 21,(K)0 healthcare executives.
Membership is the second level of professional
achievement in the college. Jerry has been a hos-
pital administrator for hospitals in Tennessee.
Kentucky, and Florida for the past 14 years.
Harold Miler, student .53-'.'i5. is a minister in
the Cape Girardeau. Mo., district, where he is
pastoring three churches. He and his wife spent
10 years in the Texas Conference, and have been
in the Iowa-Missouri Conference for 21 years.
H. Brooker Mills, student '49. '56. and '57. is a
physician working at Maxwell Air Force Base in
Montgomery. Ala. His wife. Joyce (Anderson),
student '52. and '56, is a homemaker. The couple
have three sons. Randy. Mike, and Ira. a senior at
Bass Memorial .Academy, and a daughter. Beth,
who is a student at SC.
Raymond H. Nasvall, '50. is a retired ordained
minister living in Paradise. Calif., with his wife.
Robert E. Northrop, '53. graduated with a B.A.
in business, and continued his education at .An-
drews University, earning his M.B..A. He is pre-
sently the assistant chief accountant for Loma
Linda University Foundation, and lives in Loma
Linda. Calif., with his wife. LaVerne, '53. an
administrative secretary. They have four chil-
dren. Judy, Joy, Dale, and Dean.
With Violet (Stewart) Lang and her hus-
band Harold (seated), is their family. Left to
right, Diane (Wilson) Lang; Diane's hus-
band, Robert Lang; Jerry Lang, and Shar-
on Lang.
R.T. "Dick" Northrop, '.56. is working in sales
in the health food industry. He and his wife live in
Keene. Texas.
Virginia (Lynd) On-, student '52-'.54. is a coor-
dinator for medical property at Loma Linda Uni-
versity. She and her husband. Jack, live in River-
side. Calif.
Oluf Edwin Olsen, '54. and his wife reside in
Orlando. Fla.. where he works as an ophthal-
mologist.
Garland Charles Peterson, '50, is a music
teacher at a public school, and his wife. Betty
(Hardy), '47 and '50. is the financial aid director at
Southwestern Adventisl College in Keene.
Texas
.
Phaize J. Salhany, '50. is a minister for the
Kentucky-Tennessee Conference. Formerly the
youth director of the Eastern African Division, he
is now the director of endowment for the
Kentucky-Tennessee Conference. He and his
wife live in Lawrenceburg. Tenn.
R. Lynn Sauls, '56. who taught English at
Southern College from '61 to '69. has accepted a
position at Andrews University, in Berrien
Springs. Mich., teaching journalism. His wife is
Helen (Braat), '52 and '63.
Carol (Whidden) Smith, student '50-54. is a
physician in family practice who was recently in
active duty as a captain for the U S. Coast Guard.
She has two daughters who married brothers in
Takoma Park. Md. Her third daughter is in high
school. Carol Jean is teaching medical assistant
courses in a local college, is doing state and mili-
tary disability evaluations, and maintains her pri-
vate medical practice. She sails with her special
friend every spare minute. She lives in Asheville.
N.C.
Ruth Sorrell, "51. is a retired teacher living in
Bowling Green. Ky. She believes adding years to
life does not dull living. She keeps busy puttering
with flowers, quilt making, landscaping, garden-
ing, giving Bible studies, and contemplates writ-
ing a book. Of course her husband does joyfully
the heavy chores.
Vernon C, Sparks, '58, is a physician and lives
with his wife in Knoxville, Tenn,
Lloyd N. SuHer, student "51-"53, is a retired
plant engineer at Loma Linda Foods. He and his
family will be moving from Riverside. Calif., to
Collegedale this year.
Stella (Walter) Stone, student '47-'52, works as
a registered nurse, and lakes care of her aged
parents with the help of her husband. Thomas,
'52, who is a semi-retired teacher in Durham.
N.C. where they live.
Walter L. Schwab, '50, graduated with a B.S. in
business administration and is a semi-retired
salesman at Scotty's. He and his wife hope to get
by SC someday to see the improvements that
have been going on there.
Lorraine (Penner) Thomas, student '55-'56,
graduated from Loma Linda University in 1959
with her A.S. in nursing. Her husband. Fritts.
graduated from the University of Tennessee in
Knoxville in 195 1 . They moved to Athens. Tenn..
in 1983 and since then Lorraine has worked as a
private duty nurse, while Fritts has retired after
3 1 years as a chemical engineer with Monsanto
Co. in St. Lewis. Mo. They have one daughter,
Alida, '85, a nurse, who married Jon Robertson in
May 1986. Lorraine and Fritts would be delighted
to hear from both friends and classmates: P.O.
Box 774. Athens. TN 37303.
i
1 960's
Glenda (Sharpe) Jordan, attended '60 and '68,
lived in western Nortii Carolina for several years
and hopes eventually to move to Asheville. her
dream city in the mountains. Currently she is with
U.S. Defense Contracts in Marietta. Ga.. in the
finance division. Her address is: 90 Boyd Valley
Rd.. Rome. GA 30161.
Kathleen Lewis Koebberling, student '60-'63, is
a phototypesetter and free-lance writer in Ohio
(1915 Knoll Dr.. Bellhrook. OH 45305). She and
her husband. Bernd. have two children. Carla.
21. and Chris. 18. Kathleen would like to hear
from former classmates.
Jim MacAlpiae, student "68 and '69, is an or-
thodontist who is married and Hves in Asheville.
N.C.
Carole (Branch) McCracken, '64. is a profes-
sional secretary living in Morganton. N.C. She
and her husband have two daughters. Julie and
Jennifer.
.\rlene Martone, '68. is a physician living in
Franklin. N.C.
Kerstin (Pettersson) Meyers, student '64-'67, is
a dental assistant living in Brighton, Colo.
Jeanne (Pettis) Miller, student '55-'57 and '59-
'61. and her husband live in Hemet. Calif. . where
she teaches grades 1-3 at Hemet Valley Advenlist
School.
Joyce (Jasper) Mitchell, '68. is an R.N. and lives
with her husband in Poyson. Ariz.
W. Benny Moore, '62. and his wife. Barbara,
have moved to Chariotte. N.C. after 28 years in
Collegedale. Barbara works as a secretary in the
education department and Benny was elected
secretary of the Carolina Conference. Following
graduation. Benny worked in public accounting
for 15 years. The next nine years Benny and Bar-
bara were involved in public evangelism with the
Kenneth Cox team. The Moores have three chil-
dren. Lanier, a pilot living in .Atlanta. Ga..
Cyntliia KnechI, '83. '85. a nurse at Memorial
Hospital, and Deanna. a sophomore at Mt. Pisgah
Academy.
Philip D. Morton, Jr., '63-'65, graduated from
dentistry in l%9 from Loma Linda University.
His dental practice is in Fletcher. N.C where he
and his wife. Linda, reside. Their son. Philip D.
Morton III, '83-84. is living in Jacksonville. Fla.
David R. .Moullon, '65. is an auditor for the
U.S. Army in Fort Campbell. Ky. He and his wife
live in Clarksville. Tenn.
lb Muderspach, '67. is a physician and lives
with his family in Gresham. Ore.
David E. Mullinax, '64, and his wife live in
Worcester. Vl.. where he is an insurance under-
writing supervisor.
David Arthur .Myers, student '62-'64. is an ac-
countant and business manager at the Yuchi
Pmcs Institute, in Scale. Ala., where he lives.
Patricia (Eastwood) Myers, '65. is widowed and
hvcs in f>range, Texas, where she works with the
sales (jf photocopiers.
Thomas M. Myers, '66. and his wife live in
Kerrvillc. Texas, where he is a title insurance
salesman.
William S. Nelson, '66, is an abstractor/indexer
in Falls Church, Va.. where he lives.
Rosanne (Ahl) Norman, student "67 and '68.
lives in Simi Valley. Calif., and is a self-employed
medical transcriber.
Judy (Edwards) Osborne, '64, is married and
lives in Steriing. Mass., where she works as an
interior designer.
Anna Mae Parker, '63. has returned to school
to earn her master's degree in dietetics after
working at Park Ridge Hospital in Fletcher. N.C.
as diet technician. She is living at Western
Carolina University in Cullowhee, N,C., and
comments, "Now I can appreciate all the long
hard hours of study the older students put in when
1 was in college,"
Larry, student '60-'61, and Sandra (Swain)
Peterson, student '59-'61, live in Collegedale,
where Larry is a painting contractor, and Sandra
is an executive secretary,
Galen A. Petty, student '59-'62, and his wife,
Anne (Davidson), '59, live in Eureka, Calif.,
where Galen is a self-employed physical
therapist.
Tui DeVere Pitman, '65, is a pastor and teacher
at Bass Memorial Academy. He and his wife live
in Purvis. Miss.
Don L. Piatt,. '67. and his wife, Owen (Young),
student '64-'66, have two daughters, Jennifer 13.
and Leslie, 9. Don is the vice president of Reeves
County Hospital (Adventist Health System/
Sunbelt), and his wife is the director of purchas-
ing for the hospital. They live in Pecos, Texas.
Linda (Draper) Pritchett, "64, received her mas-
ter in education degree June 1 1 . 1 986. from Geor-
gia Southwestern College. She and her husband
live in Dawson. Ga.
Ruth (Bolton) Prosser, '66, is a full-time house-
wife and lives with her family in Hagerstown. Md.
Anita (Jackson) Rauf, '65. is married, and
works as an anesthetist in Arlington. Va.. where
she lives.
Mary (Branch) Rhoney, '63. for the past 19
years, has been the secretary for the state sup-
ported mental retardation facility in North
Carolina. She has one daughter. Kelly. 20. She is
a member of Laurel SDA Church in Morganton.
N.C. and is the editor of a district newsletter for
the state employees association of North
Carolina. She lives in Vale, N.C.
Jerry Rickaby, '65, and his wife, Linda (Hal-
lock), '66, live in Bremerton, Wash,, where he is
an elementary school principal/teacher. Linda
does private daycare at home and teaches art at
the elementary school. They have been in Brem-
erton for 1 1 years and have two sons. Marc, 8.
and Mathew, 6.
Need a Transcript?
As a service to graduates and
former students, transcripts are
available from the Records Of-
fice.
The regular charge for this
service is $2 jser transcript. For
efficiency, such requests are
batched and prepared on a regu-
lar schedule.
When special circumstances
require same-day mailing, how-
ever, the charge is $.5.
Kathryn Schneider, '69. is an assistant profes-
sor of nursing at Pacific Union College. She lives
in Angwin. Calif.
Ruth (Tyler) StrefUng, '60. is retired from nurs-
ing and is living on a farm with her husband in
Stephenson. Mich.
Evelyn (Hedrick) Swafford, student '65-'68, is a
secretary, and lives with her family in Jonesboro,
Ga.
Amy (Manous) Sheffield, '68. is teaching in
Groveland. Fla. where she and her husband live.
Richard Stewart. Ph.D., '68, and his wife. Ann
(Sample), '68, live in Coconut Grove. Fla. Rick is
the chorus director at Miami-Norland Senior
High and the choir director for St. Christopher's
By-the-Sea Episcopal Church, where Ann is the
accompanist on the organ. Rick's chorus re-
corded "We Care." a Dade County fund raiser
that brought in $200,000 for famine relief. The
song was written by a Metro-Dade policeman,
and the Miami-Norland chorus was chosen to
record it. As a result of this, the chorus was asked
to he a part of the Junior Orange Bowl Queen float
and marched in the King Orange Parade on New
Year's Eve in Miami on national television. The
float theme was "Children of the World, " and the
chorus sang "We Care. "
William Luke Strong, '69, is an ordained minis-
ter serving as principal of Louisville Jr.
Academy. His wife, Dixie (Halvorsen), '69, is a
medical records clerk. They live in Louisville.
Ky.
Terry Trivett, '64. was recently named
"Educator of the Year" at Pacific Union College
in Angwin, Calif, where he has been teaching
since receiving his doctorate in microbiology 17
years ago. His wife, Karen (Brown), student '62-
'64. is a pubic health nurse with Hospice of Napa
Valley. They have twin sons, Mark and Michael.
14.
Barry Ulloth, Sr., '66. and his wife. Jane
(Meade), '65. have three children. Barry. Joel,
and Juliann. Barry spent ten years pastoring
churches in the Carolina Conference and was the
health and temperance director in Peoria. Il-
linois. Barry is now the pastor of the Loomis/
Lincoln district in California.
Woody Wilson Whidden, '67. is living in Mar-
tinsville. N.J.. (840 N. Vosseller Rd., 08836) and
preaches in the Mornslown district twice a
month. "The Lord has blessed us and we praise
Him for having a part in His work." states
Woody. He hopes to complete his work at Drew
University in the fall of 1988. and would be
pleased to hear from former classmates.
1970's
Kathy (Oakley) Ailken, '78. graduated with
double majors in behavioral science and com-
munications. She earned her M.P.H. degree at
Loma Linda University in 1981. and spent two
years working for the School of Health there.
Presently she works in employee wellness at the
Loma Linda Center for Health Promotion. In De-
cember. 1984. Kathy married Bob Aitken. a
graduate of Pacific Union College. They are living
m Grand Terrace, Calif.
Darlene Elizabeth (Wilson) Becker, student '75.
daughter of Woodrow M. Wilson, '39, married
Dennis Arthur Becker, nephew of Elder Allison
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C. Becker. June 15. 1986. in Darlenes
hometown. Blairsville. Ga. Darlene and Dennis
now live near Collegedale. Dennis graduated in
1980 with departmental honors in photography
and minored in art at Union College. Dennis is
employed with McKee Baking Company and en-
joys his art at home. Darlene enjoys being a happy
and busy housewife.
Larry Becker, '79. was ordained to the gospel at
the 1986 Georgia-Cumberland Conference of
SD.A camp meeting in Collegedale. He is pres-
ently ministering in the Warner Robins and Dub-
lin. Ga.. churches. Larry is married to Laura
(Cox), '78. and '82.
Beverly (Benchina) Brett, '78. graduated from
Loma Linda University in the spring of 1986.
where she received her master's degree in Eng-
lish.
John T. Brown, '78. is now in Tempe. Ariz.,
where he will be working toward a D. M.A. in
choral music at Arizona State University. Prior to
this move, he was at Rio Lindo .Academy in
California as the choral and vocal instructor.
Sheila Bumette, '75. is the new assistant direc-
tor of admissions at Columbia Union College.
Sheila earned a bachelor of science degree in
education at Southern College, and joins the staff
of cue after working as graduate admissions
supervisor at Andrews University. Her husband.
Bob. is the acting chairman and instructor in the
business department at CUC.
Franklin Cobos, '70, graduated with a bachelor
of arts degree in Spanish, and received his master
of arts in education, and his doctorate from East
Tennessee State University. He and his wife.
Kathy (HortonI were married August 30. 1986.
Dan Hall, '78. and his wife. Susan (Brougham),
'75. are living in Evansville. Ind.. where Susan
works as an R.N. at Bethel Sanitarium and Dan
pastors the Evansville - New Harmony district.
Dan formeriy pastored the Hershey - Lebanon
district in Pa. Their daughters. Carolyn. 8. and
Sharon. 5. are making their adjustments and en-
joying their new friends.
Sharon (Powell) Johnson, '79. and her husband.
Richard Erwin Johnson, '80. announce the birth
of their twin daughters. Megan Brittany and
Melody Lauren, on September 24. 1986. Mother
and daughters are doing very well. The Johnsons
have lived inSlidell. La., for the past three years,
where Rick pastors the Slidell and Bogalusa SDA
churches. He was ordained into the ministry in
June. Sharon was teaching second grade at the
Little Oak Elementary School until the babies
were bom. She now has a classroom of two.
Barry Mahorney, '70. and his wife. Sharryn
(Hughes), '69. live in Baxley. Ga.. where Barry is
the district pastor. Sharryn graduated with her
B.S. in elementary education. For two weeks in
June the couple went to LaVida mission in New
Mexico with teen Pathfinders on mission chal-
lenge. Barry led out in Vacation Bible School and
Sharryn did the cooking.
Kenneth Mathews, Jr., '72. is a physician work-
ing as the assistant professor of preventive
medicine at East Tennessee State University in
Johnson City. Tenn. He and his wife. Cheryl,
who have been happily married for 1 1 years, have
two sons. Kenny. 3. and Timothy. 10 months.
Lydia (Earle) McAllister, '70. graduated with
her A.S. in nursing and works in Atlanta. Ga.. as
the administrative nurse coordinator at Crawford
Long Hospital. She and her husband and their
two daughters live in Decatur. Ga. She now has
her master's degree in nursing.
Joan (Jensen) Meharry, '78. graduated with her
A.S. in nursing. Her husband. Clinton, student
'76-'79. is pastoring three churches in the Rhine-
lander. Wis., area. They have one son. Jonathan.
14 months, and are expecting their second child in
January.
Charles Mills, '73. and his wife. Donnda (Kue-
bler). live in Hagerstown. Md.. where they work
together in their own media production company.
Christian Communications. Many of their video
and audio-visual projects are on contract for the
church organizations.
Daniel Pabon, '79. a graduate of theology, mar-
ried Milca (Bermudez), '78. a nursing graduate.
This summer Dan was appointed to the position
of youth director for the Greater New York Con-
ference.
Cindy (Reynolds) Paris, '75, is married to Tre-
vor H. Paris, who graduated from the School of
Medicine. Medical University of South Carolina.
Trevor is presently doing his residency in physi-
cal medicine and rehabilitation at Loma Linda
University Medical Center. They have two boys.
Thomson Mason. 1. and Taylor Cunningham. 4
months. Cindy is a full-time mother.
Thorkild Pedersen, student. '72-'74, is a pastor
and relief worker in Nairobi. Kenya. He has
served five years in West Indonesia Union Col-
lege and three years as union auditor for the East
African Union. He and his wife have two grown
daughters who are in nursing from Sydney Ad-
ventist Hospital. One recently graduated.
Robbi Pierson, '79. is living in Staunton. Va..
and in September was promoted to director of
communications for the Potomac Conference.
Jim Pleasants, '72. received his master of divin-
ity degree from Andrews University in 1974. He
is now the executive director of health promotion
services at the Tennessee Christian Medical
Center in Madison. Tenn. His wife. Janie (Loor)
graduated from Andrews University in 1973 with
a degree in elementary education. She is teaching
first grade at the Madison Campus School in
Madison. Tenn. She received her master's degree
in 1985. Jim and Janie have three sons. Jimmie.
Ryan, and Jeremy.
Rick Pleasants III, '70. received his master of
divinity degree from Andrews University in 1972.
He is now executive director of church ministries
in the Potomac Conference and lives in Staunton.
Va. His wife. Nancy (Davis), '71, an R.N.. works
three days a week. They have two girls. Natalie
and Michelle.
Linda (Holland) Roberts, '72. is married to R.
Eldon Roberts, '72. They have three of their own
children and two foster children. Lon. 18. Da-
mien. 6. Tyson. 6. Charisse. 3. and Jonathon. 10
months. They have been in Bakersfield. Calif.,
for eight years. Eldon teaches in a junior high
public school and is chairman of the reading de-
partment there. Linda stays busy being a wife,
mother, and keeper of the house.
Ken Rogers, '78. is the new youth pastor at the
Collegedale SD.A Church. He and his wife.
Lynette (Latshal. have three sons. Brandon.
Brock, and Brent. Ken was formerly the youth
pastor of the Napa Church in California.
Stanley Rouse, '72. and his wife. Donna, are in
their second year at Blue Mountain .Academy. He
is the vice principal and Donna works full time at
home as mother and wife. Their two children.
Tony. 7. and Tricia. 5. are growing quickly. The
Rouses are looking forward to ending their work
here on earth and meeting you all in heaven.
Clarence and Ginger Small, both 70, with
their sons, Loren, 5, and Chris, 11.
Sheila (Meyers) Schomburg, '73. lives in Man-
chester. Ky.. where she is a homemaker. Her
husband. Lloyd, has been pastor at Manchester
for five years. She is kept busy at home with
Andy. 4. and Susie. 3. She also helps out with the
church work.
Kari Schultz, '79. is the assistant dean of
women at Columbia Union College, and lives in
Takoma Park. Md.
Becki (de Pas) Seery, '78. married Kenneth
Seery . a graduate of Southwestern Adventist Col-
lege, in 1980. They are living in Zambia. Africa,
where Kenneth is maintenance engineer at
Mwami Adventist Hospital. Becki specializes in
homemaking. which is challenging in .Africa.
Their son. Nathan, was 4 years old in November.
Clarence Henry Small, '70. and his wife. Ginger
(Fardulis), '70. have two sons. Chris. II. and
Loren. 5. Clarence received his master of divinity
degree from Andrews University in September
and is pastoring the Huron. Mitchell, and Platte
churches in the Dakota Conference. He was or-
dained to the ministry in June at camp meeting.
Brent Snyder, student '74-'77. serves as vice-
president for Tennessee Christian Medical
Center, and is presently taking law. He and his
wife. Sharolyn (Brass), '79. have two children.
Jenee. 4. and Jillian. 18 months. Sharolyn works
part time at Vanderbilt Medical Center. The
Snyder family lives in Whites Creek. Tenn.
Robert B. Sperrazza, student '76-79. and his
wife. Jackie (Liles), student '77. are enjoying
Miami. Fla.. but are looking forward to settling
somewhere permanently after Bob completes his
residency. 'Their son. Justin, was born last De-
cember, and Jackie is loving her new job as full-
time housewife and mother.
Brian E. Strayer, '73. is an assistant professor
of history at Andrews University where he is
revising his dissertation and writing a complete
history of the Jackson SD.A Church for its ses-
quicentennial. Jackson, founded by Joseph Bates
in 1849. is the oldest SDA church west of the
.Appalachian Mountains.
George Pei Sun, student '73-'75. is a medical
technologist who works at Kettering Medical
Center along with his wife. Jacqueline (McLaren),
who is an R.N. The couple has a daughter. Jen-
nifer Ann. 3. and were anticipating the birth of
another child last .August.
Gary Swinyar, '73. and his wife. Carol
(Adams), '73. moved to Anchorage. Alaska, this
summer where Gary is principal and teaches sev-
eral classes at the SDA junior academy. Carol
works as part-time school secretary and teaches
music on a private basis. The Swinyars. including
Teddy. 6. and Cara. 3. love Alaska and would like
their friends to come visit them there.
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Chrisliiie (Pulido) Vargas, '73. graduated with a
B.S. in nursing and is presently working as an
R.N. and counselor al the Valley Orthopedic
Clinic in Harlingen. Texas. Her husband,
Donald, is an orthopaedic surgeon and maintains
a private practice. Dr. Vargas worked at the Hos-
pital .-^dventista de Nicaragua for 6 years, where
Christine was the assistant director for the school
of nursing. During her college years Christine,
with others, traveled as a student missionary to
Nicaragua and slates. "Our trip to Nicaragua as
student missionaries highlighted what the exis-
tence of our colleges is all about—not money-
making, or engrossing the mind for self, but pre-
paring in service for God and mankind." She and
her husband have continued assisting students in
Central .America and across the border. Christine
and Donald have four children. David. II,
Chrissy. 10. Lee. 8, and Elizabeth Marie. 4.
Christine, 73, and Donald Vargas and their
family.
1980's
Bryan Lee Braddock, 86. and his wife. Deb-
orah (Caughronl. were married .August 24. 1986.
They are now living in South Lancaster. Mass..
where Bryan is working as a General Conference
auditor in the .Atlantic Union.
Mark Bresee, '80. was ordained to the gospel
during the 1986 Georgia-Cumberland Conference
camp meeting in Collegedale. He is currently
ministering with the McMinnville and Spencer,
Tcnn.. churches. He is married to Sharon (Gul-
iey», '81, a nursing graduate.
Mark Driskill, '80. since August. 1985. has
scrv cd as the director of communication for Risk
Management Services at the General Conference
in Washington. D.C.
Dean Edwards, '83, and his wife, Gwen
(Speck), student 82-'86. were married in June.
1986. They spent the weeks following their mar-
riage visiting relatives and traveling to Belize.
Central America, to do mission work at the hospi-
tal Deans father recently opened there. The new-
lyweds make their home in Crestwood. Ky.
Tamara (Schlisner) Graham, '85, married An-
drew Harold Graham on August 24. 1986. Tamara
earned her B.B.A. degree in accounting, and is
presently employed as a staff accountant at Hol-
land. Knowlcs and Peterson. CPAs. Andrew at-
tended the University of Tennessee al Chat-
tanooga where he received a B.S. degree in fi-
nance. He is currently a loaned executive to the
United Way of Chattanooga.
Hilma GriSiii, '82. was the recipient last spring
of a new award at Loma Linda University, the
School of Education .Alumni President's Award.
She graduated from the LLU School of Educa-
tion in June. 1985. with her master's degree in
special education and this past June completed an
education specialist degree I Ed. S. I in curriculum
and instruction. Hilma is now teaching at La
Sierra .Academy. From 1982-84 she taught in
Brooklyn. N.Y.
Wayne Johnson, '83. is working toward his
M.B..A. al Rollins College in Orlando. Fla.. and
his wife. Tamara (Lang), '80 and '82. is an
emergency room nurse at Florida Hospital. Tam-
ara's sister. Teresa Lang, '83 and '85, is living in
Colton. Calif., and works as an R.N. in the
pediatric intensive care unit.
Don Keele, Jr., '8 1 . and his wife. Sandy (Rowe),
student '78-'79. '80-'8l. have recently moved
from Centralia. Mo., where Don was a Bible
teacher, chaplain, and drama coach at Sunnydale
.Academy, to Loveland, Colo., where Don is
campus chaplain and counselor at Campion
Academy. Sandy is a full-time housewife and
mother to their two children. Andrea. 4. and
Donald Keele III. 2.
Jeff Leonard, student '82-83, graduated from
Kettering College of Medical Arts in July. 1986.
with a degree in respiratory therapy. He was one
out of four chosen for a one-year internship in
respiratory therapy at Kettering Hospital, which
is what he is presently doing.
Edward Lyons, student 82-'85. and his wife.
Rhonda, '83, are happily employed. Edward is
teaching math and physics and Rhonda is doing
private dutv nursing. They live in Ml. View,
Calif.
Dave Mathewson, '83, is living in Punta Gorda,
Fla., where he works for a large construction
company, and runs a small T-shirt business. He
also presents about 20 nature programs each year
throughout the state, including slide shows, field
trips, animal studies, and live demonstrations of
alligator wrestling, or rattlesnake handling. He
and his wife, Sonni Leanne (Landers), student
'83-'85, have one daughter, .Ashley Kristen, II
months, and are anticipating the birth of their
second child in March,
Roland Bruce McCorkle, '83 and his wife.
Kathy (Brooks), student '79-82. were married on
July 13, 1986, in Jacksonville, Fla. The couple
honeymooned in Gatlinburg. Tenn.. and reside in
Cleveland, Tenn.
Loralie McGuire, '84, graduated with her A.S.
in nursing and completed her B.S.N, last May.
She is working in the cardiac intensive care unit at
Maine Medical Center in Portland, Maine.
Barbara (Chase) McKinney, '81 and '85,
graduated with her B.S. in health science and is
currently a junior medical student at Loma Linda
University School of Medicine. Her husband,
Mark, student '80-'83, is a senior medical student
at Loma Linda. The couple live in Colton, Calif.
Samuel B. Miller, '80. and his wife. Teresa
(Connell), '80. have been living in Berlin. West
Germany, for the past two years. Sam is a drug
and alcohol abuse counselor at the U.S. Army
Hospital in Berlin, and Teresa works as a staff
nurse in the emergency room of the hospital.
They have one child. Stephen. 4.
David E. Moore, 82. received his doctor of
medicine degree in May. 1986, from the Bowman
Gray .School of Medicine of Wake Forest Univer-
sity in Winston-Salem, N.C. David will pursue
his medical training in diagnostic radiology at
Vanderbill University Hospital in Nashville,
Donald, '81, and Sandy Keele with Andrea
and Donald III.
Tenn. He is the son of Dr. and Mrs. P.J. Moore,
Jr.. of Fletcher. N.C.
Page (Weemes) Morton, '84, and her husband,
Tom, '84, are living in Redlands. Calif., where he
is a junior at Loma Linda School of Dentistry.
Page is the layout and design artist of Holcomb
Publishing Inc.
Richard Mountz, '82, is the nursing home ad-
ministrator of Highland Manor in Portland,
Tenn., which is a Sunbelt Health Care Center
facility. His wife, Pamela (Justice), '82, was ex-
pecting their first child this fall.
Wilfredo Nieves, student '83 and '84. is a social
worker with the city of New York. He began
work on a master's degree at St. John's Univer-
sity this fall. He was married July 27. 1986. to
.Aida Acevedo in Puerto Rico and the couple live
in Bronx. N.Y.
Jim Norton, '82. graduated in September with
an A.S. degree in climate control technology from
Spartanburg Technical College. His wife. Peggy
(Strickland), '81. works as an R.N. at Spartan-
burg General Hospital on the IV team. They have
a son. Brian, 2, who is a never-ending ball of
energy.
Juvernia (Myers) Oft, '84, is an R.N. and works
as a charge nurse in an orthopedic urology unit.
She is widowed and lives in Avon Park. Fla.
Carmen (Mock) Slavens, '84 , is livi ng in Olathe
,
Kan., and working for Heritage Centers of
America, a subsidiary of Adventist Health
System/Eastern & Middle America. She is an
administrative secretary at the retirement cen-
ters' home office. She married her husband.
Brad, on June 9, 1985. He is from the Kansas City
area and is presently working for Hallmark
Cards, Inc.. in Kansas City.
Robert Wong, '83. earned a bachelor of aris in
theology and is presently living with his wife,
Mary, and their son, Wesley, in Tsue Wan. Hong
Kong, where he works for the Eastern Asia
Committee. Mary works in the Bible Correspon-
dence Department, and Robert is helping to
spread the gospel through the new Guam radio
station AWR/Asia. He states. "It's a great chal-
lenge to spread the gospel to a billion people over
there, but in God we trust!" He and his family
enjoyed seeing the SC Orchestra perform in Hong
Kong on their Orient tour in May 1986.
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Order a Piece of SC
Item D. Designer polo shirts in kelly
green or navy blue with name of the col-
lege in the upp)er left hand side of the
shirt, 50% cotton, 50% polyester in sizes
small, medium, large, and extra large.
$12.50, plus $1.25 shipping and han-
dling.
Item A. The perfect
gift for a birthday or
graduation —walnut
bookends, laser en-
graved with the col-
lege seal, $21.00
per pair plus $1.95
shipping and han-
dling.
Item B. Show some
Southern spirit with a
green and white col-
lege pennant. Large
(shown) 26" $3.95 or
small, 15" $1.75. Add
$.50 for shipping and
handling.
Item E. Share your memories over a hot
cup of Postum in a 10-ounce ceramic mug
made in England. White mug with green
and gold imprint. $5.35, plus $1.00 ship-
ping and handling.
Item C. Wear the pride. Ad'
sweatshirts in white with gre
lettering, 50% acrylic and 50% c
ton. Sizes small, medium, Ian
and extra large. (Children's si;
small, medium, and large al
available.) $16.75, plus $1.
shipping and handling.
j^^
{ Cflli^^^
the
campus
shop
Name
Address
.
City State. Zip.
Phone {_
Quantity Item Description Color Size
Price
Each
Multiples of the same item ordered at the
same time and shipped to the same
address incur only one shipping charge.
Nail order form and check to:
The Campus Shop
P.O. Box 490
CoIIegedale, TM 37315
(615) 396-2174
Sorry, U.S. orders only.
Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery.
Thank you for your order.
Sub Total
Sales Tax
(Tennessee only, 7^4%)
Shipping and Handling
Total Amount
Total
I^ce
Ship I
Hanci
Please malie check payable to:
The Campus Shop
mosE Who gave
FISCAL YEAR 1985-86
"We make a living by
wliat we get, but we make
a life by what we give."
-Winston Churchi
Thank you . . . from southern's students, faculty, and staff ... to each donor.
Donors listed are current, having given within the past three fiscal years (between July 1, 1983,
and June 30, 1986). Gift club placement is determined by cumulative contributions of record.
Every attempt has been made for accuracy in these listings. If by chance your name has been
misspelled, inadvertently omitted, or misplaced, please accept our apologies emd advise the De-
velopment Office so that records can be corrected.
Monetary gifts and gifts-in-kind from alumni and friends in 1985-86 represent a grand total
exceeding $2 million. Within this total is almost $156,000 from alumni participating in the Business
Executives' Challenge to Alumni (BECA).
All gift« to Southern College are appreciated. Voluntary gifts expand educational opportunities for
students needing a financial boost and encourage quality learning for every student through
up-to-date equipment, lecture series, etc.
Gifts are gratefully received and promptly receipted by the Development Office at any time ofyear.
The current alumni annual fund (BECA) concludes June 30, 1987.
"Charity is a virtue of the heart. . . . Gifts and alms are the expres-
sions, not the essence, of this virtue."
Joseph Addison (1672-1719)
DONOR
GIFT
CLUBS
President's
Circle
$25,000 and up
Anderson, Eugene A.
Bowers, Robert E. & Norma
Cason, Albert & Gail
Castleberg, David L. & Evelyn
tClark, D. J.
Collins, Thomas
Cothren, Fred & Edythe
Fleming, Charles & Betty
Hiilsev, Bill & Mvrtle
lies, BiU & Jean
McKee, Ellsworth & Sharon
McKee, Jack & Betty
McKee, O. D. & Ruth
McNeilus, Denzil & Donna
Preston, Forrest
tRuf, A. F.
Schill, Jean Wingate
Starkey, Frances
Starkey, Leola
Stover, Elmyra & Raymond
tXaylor, Elsie Mae & William
TThurmon, Roy & Venice
Ulmer. Sanford & Martha
Century
Associate
$10,000 to $25,000
Bowen, Dewitt & Josie
Burdick, Paul & Bille
tButterfield, Arthur
Byrd, B. T,
tCampbell, Thomas
tChastain, Chalmer
Cowdrick, Jesse & Lois
tCushman, Willis & Thelma
Dart, Merrill
tDavis, Jeanne & K.R.
Dean, Olivia
Donald, Ruby
tEldridge, Charlotte & Howard
Elkins, Harold
Eurick, Dewey, Jr.
fFuller, Forrest & Norma
Hall, Albert N.
Harder, Lyndon & Linda
tHenriksen, David
Hunter, Don & Kitty
Janzen, Wayne & Elaine
tKutzner, Waldemar
tLeland, John
Levering, Irad & Thelma
tMaddox, Theo
tMartin, Gerald & Kathleen
McElroy, James, Jr. & Joy
+McGhinnis, Kitty & Bill
McKinney, James
tMerchant, Robert & Agnes
tRimmer, Neita & Wayne
TRogers, Buddy
tRushing, Patricia & Jan
Schmidt, Ehrich
Sharp, Margaret
Sines, John & Lynora
tStanaway, Samuel
Waller, Louis & Sue
Watt, Elsie
Wheeler, Ira
tWilliams, James R.
WUson, Charles H.
Diamond
Associate
$7,500 to $10,000
Baker, Sue
tBIair, Mardian
Chong, Dayton
tCoffey, Barbara & Cecil
Fuller, Fred & Dorothy
Graves, Charles
Haege, Robert E.
Henson, J. W. Ill & Audrey
tjarrett, Darlyne & David
tMcClarty, Wilma & Jack
tMessinger, Martha
tNelson, William
Ost, Walter & *Genevieve
Sommerville, Lewis, Sr.
Golden
Associate
$5,000 to $7,500
tBerkey, Candace & William
tBoskind, Richard
Brickman, Theresa
Brock, Richard
tClark, Jerome & Arm
tCross, Jessie
tDurichek, Helen & John
'Fogg, Frank
Ford, A. CaroU & Betty
tHulsey, Steve
tjacobs, Carl & Ruth
Kendall, Robert
tLudington, Clifford
tLundquist, Grace
tMurphy, Harvey & Jean
tOdom, Robert & Martha
Preston, Winton & Lorene
tReifsnyder, Edward
Reiner, Richard & Lynnet
tRhodes, James
tSmith, Evadne Thatcher
Sommerville, Lewis & Carol
Spanos, Alberta & Theodore
tTait, S. Reid
tTaylor, Joan & Dennis
Trimble, Robert & Callie
''Wagner, John & Lilya
Wallack, Marijane & Divight
Williams, Robert W.
Silver
Associate
$2,500 to $5,000
Adams, Robert
Aussner, Rudolf R. & Kathe
Austin, Wiley & Alice
Bainum, Mark E. & Elaine
tBames, Ronald P.
Barrow, Ron & Colleen
Barto, Michael A.
Bouland, T. G.
+Bowers, David
tBowers, Gary
Boyle, Jim & Darleen
Bro^vn, Gordon
Chastain, Andrew F. & Shirley
tCross, Billie & Darrell
tCruise, Joseph
tDefoor, Kenneth & Melissa
tDrake, Harold
Edgmon, John H. & Marty
Fitzgerald, C. V. & Janet
Futcher, Cyril & Gladys
Gebert, Paul H.
Gulley, Norman R. & Leona
Hanson, Larry & Eleanor
tHaupt, William
Hilts, Margaret
tHowell, Walter
Keele, A. W.
t'Keith, Beatrice
Larsen, Richard C.
Lawing, Lloyd & Etheline
Ledford, O. M.
Loh, Daniel
tLovett, Katherine
Martin, Don
McKee, Debra
McKee, Russell
Mitzelfelt, Richard W.
Nelson, William 5.
•Nicholas, R. F.
Payne, Doris I.
Pendleton, Leslie & Barbara
Reynolds, William O. & Mable
tRichards, Ruth & Evan
Rolfe, Cecil & Becky
Ruf, Rolland & Barbara
Sintmons, Marion S.
Smith, William
Speyer, John F.
Sue, W. A. & Ruby
Taylor, Victor & Ruth
Taylor, William H. U & Pam
Thompson, Lois Rae
tTownsend, Janet & Dale
Ward, Jack
Welch, WaUace D.
Winters, David & Judy
Wright, Qara
Ambassador
Club
$500 to $2,500
tAckerman, Dot & *J.M.
tAdemis, Barbara & Howard
tAdams, Flora
tAmmons, Frances & Robert
^Andrews, Frances
Arellano, Joyce
tBaehm, Tena & George
tSaker, Ruth
tSennett, Nell & H. Douglas
Bishop, Helen & Wilbur
Blair, Buddy & Elsie
*"Bohannon, Donald
^Bowen, Robert & Dorothy
tBoyd, Miriam & *Talmadge
^^Boyd, Robert & Maurine
Center. Richard P.
tClapp. Ins & WiUard
Colvin, Gerald
^Coolidge, W. Everett
*'Cople, Ron
'"Cothren, Elisabeth
^Cowdrick, Elizabeth
tCowdrick, Mary
Cowley, Doris & Alfred
"CrandeU, WiUiam & Doris
tCrook. Stewart & Martina
tCummings, Mary & Des
tDamazo, Frank
"S'Davies, Douglas
tDav-ies, James
tDeValle, Susan & Charles
tDowns, Norma & Howard
Drayson, Ronald & Grace
tElam. Mary
tEIkins. E. Lynn
tFisher, Betty & R. Dale
tFisher, Lloyd
tHoren, Roger
* Fuller. Myrtle
tGaines, Thomas
tGamer, Jeff
*"GeUord, Gerald
IGriffith, D.K.
i'Grindley, Murlita &. Tom
i"Gutierrez, John
tHall, Stephen A.
i"Hamilton, Jackie & Thomas
tHamilton, T.E.
tHaugen. Harry
tHaynes, Carole & Kenneth
tHefferlin, Ray & Inelda
''Herin, Mazie
tHemdon, Benjamin
tHomer. Mary & Landon
(Hoover, Robert
Hurt, Louise
tHyde, Gordon & Irma
^Iles, Aver\'
"'Jensen, Robert
tjohannes, Joseph
Johnson, BiU
tjones, Marcy
Kelly, J. Bruce
'"Kerr, Marga & Elton
Kinzer, Suzanne
Kuhlman, H. H. & Marion
i^Kuhlman. Charles
"'"Lewis, Daniel
'"Lincoln. Jonathan
tLiu, Ruth
^Mallemee, Karen & RoUin
tMartin, Edwin
tMartin, H.
McClure, Alfred C. & Frances
McClure, Baird
tMcFarland, Ina & Thomas
'McKee, Christopher
tMcKee, Michael
'"McKee, Stephanie
Menard, Albert L.
tMetcalf, William
tMills, R.C.
Moody, Harold W., Jr.
tMorgan, Gerald
tMorrison, Patricia & Robert
tMurphy, Arme & Robert
tOkimi, Wayne
Perkins, Christene
tQuimby, Paul & Mae
RoU, H. F.
tRozell, Joann & Daniel
tScott, Bob
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"The rare individual who unselfishly tries to serve others has an
enormous advantage. He has little competition."
Dale Carnegie (1888-1955)
haw, Ronald
Him, Rose
ines. Al, Jr.
mith, Elouise
pears, Mildred & Kenneth
sel. Libby & Dennis
tephenson, Charles
tephenson, Daniel & Rochelle
ummerour, Brooke & Edna
utton, Layton
wayze, Donald & Mary
Nomas, James
hurmon, James & Judy
igh, Alexander & Susonya
on Maack, Hazel & Wolfgang
fatrous. Myrtle
Watson, Ruth & Paul
/ear, Elisabeth A.
/ells. Laurel & Harley
/emer, Tom
fest, Donald & Florence
Hieeling, G.C
Whitehead, Betty & Ronald
/ilhelm, Kathryn
/illis, Jan & William
/ygal, Benjamin
apara, Tom
oyalty Club
250 to $500
ibu-EI-Haj, Joan & Fawzi
ottsford, Jane
laley, Olive & Bradford
rooke, Maude
lurchard, Ann & Robert
Hark, Walter
3ifton, Keith
>thren, Frederec
lothren. Jack
Irawford, Joyce & Ben
Iroker, Susan & John
runningham, Edith
)avis, Doris & Cecil
)augherty, Harry
>ittes, Patricia & Albert
)uge, .Mildred & John
erree, Nellie
olkenberg, Robert
Franz, Lois & Qyde
•uller, Jeannine & Glenn
gentry, David Wayne
ii^ntry, Michael Vance
jentry, Patti L.
jibson, Ruth
jimbel, Karen & Gregory
3ladson, Laura & Jerry
jreen. Waive
lakes, Marjorie & Robert
fiale, Gloria & Robert
Hall, Mary & Stephen
rtazelton, F
Henderson, Lyle 'Rocky' & Linda
Henderson, Wilfred & Mary
Henson, John & Vanessa
Henson, Shandelle
Hess, Deborah & Charles
Huh, Katherine & Young
Humphries, Frank
Jacobs, Ray
lansen. Marguerite St Carl
lohnson, Harriet & Harold
Keppler, Burton & Dorothy
Kilgore, Rochelle
King, Cecil
Kiein, Eddie
Patron
$10 to $250
Increasing in popularity are donations of "gifts-in-kind" to SC. This 25' O'Day sailboat was donated by John
W. Henson III, of Chattanooga, for the college s sailing class, bringing the number of college boats to three.
Some 60 students register each semester for the class.
tLeas, Larry
tLindberg, Eviyn
tLindsey, Sharon & Charles
tMacDonald, Nellie
tMalgadey, Beth & Peter
Markoff, Jane Angell
tMashbum, SaUy & Joe
tMcAllister, lone
tMcArthur, Benjamin & Caroline
tMcClure, Evelyn & Warner
tMcClure, Herbert
tMcMillan, Betty & Robert
tMcMillan, Nancy & Frank
tMedford, Menton
tMidkiff, Lorabel & Marvin
Murphy, Gladys Z.
tMyers, Cliff
tPalsgrove, John & Carol
tPayne, Laurence & Claudia
tPerry, Richard
tPierson, Dollis & Robert
tRobertson, Marvin & Juanita
tSchiefer, Rita & Mark
tServoss, Sue & Ronald
tShim, J,T.
Sparks, Vernon C.
tSpears, James
tSteen, Linda & David
tSwamer, Julia & O.
tTate, Winford
tTravis, S. Paul & Grace
tTroxel, Josephine
tTurlington, Rita & Drew
tWalther, Louise
tWelch, Donald
tWheeler, Mary
tWhidden, Charles
tWittenberg, Janice & Merlin
tWoodall, Hermon & Irene
Yelvington, Clare
Abbott, Dorothy & Maurice
Abemathy, Jocelyn
Abemathy, Marcia
tAcevedo, Gisela
tAcevedo, Juan
Acuff, Chloe & Fred
Adams, Bonnie J.
Adams, Jessie
Adels, Daniel
Adkins, Lynnette
tAdler, Ruth
.^ebersol, Charles
Aquas, Patricia & Michael
Aitken, Kathy
Akins, Olivia
Albock, Doris
Albritton, Elizabeth & Jerry
tAlden, Charlotte
Aldnch, Betty
Alexander, James
Alicea, Waleska
tAllen, Judy
tAllen, Kathy
tAllen, William
Alonso, Waldina & Rene
Altrogge, Dennis
Alvarez, Silco
Amos, Judy & George
Anderson, Becky & Lonnie
Anderson, David
Anderson, Ernest
Anderson, Jeanette & Dale
tAnderson, Joanne & Eugene
tAnderson, Judith
tAnderson, Nancy & Mark
tAnderson, Wayne
tAngelo, Cherie
Arena, Barbara
tAmer, Sandra & Dennis
tAmold, Pamela & William
Arthur, Richard
Artress, Mary
Ashlock, Betty & Thomas
Ashlock, Marcella
Atkins, Beverly & Jacob
tAtkinson, Mona
Attride, Sherry
tAugustinis, Kimberley
tAycock, William
Ayers, Maria
Babcock, Mar^orie
tBahr, Petra
tBair, Nanci & Timothy
Baize, Pearl & Kenneth
Baker, Bemice
Baker, Karen & Darrel
Baker, Murdnal & John
tBaker, Valerie
Baldwin, Karen
tBallington, Sandra
Bame, Mark & Mitzi
tBame, Nancy & Lewis
tBankes, Elizabeth & Howard
Banks, Edward
Banks, Joan
Barnes, Laura
Bamett, Janet & Jeffrey
tBamum, Randy
Barrett, William
tBarrow, Douglas
tBarrow, Tresa & Ronald
Barto, Anita & Leonard
tBarton, Teresa
tBarts, Ronald
tBaskin, Gayle & Richard
tBattle, Deborah & Mark
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"Don't judge each day by the harvest you reap but by the seeds you
plant."
Robert Louis Stevenson (1850-1894)
Bauer, David
tBauer, Rondi
tBautista, Carmen
Beardsley, Donnalene & David
tBeck, Charles & Wanda
tBeck, Janice & Ronald
Beckett, Barbara & John
Beckner, Horace
Bee, Clifford
Beers, Robert
tBei, Teddie
tBeihl, Penny
Benedict, Jeannie
Benedicto, Donald
Benge, Debbie & Robert
tBenjamin, Wilson
Bennett, Harry & Ercel
tBennett, Melisa
Bennett, Peggy
Bennett, Sarah & Steven
tBenson, Mary & Paul
Benton, Patricia
Bentzinger, Ronald
Berggren, Mildred
tBergman, Shari
Berrett, Eldoris
tSerry, Daniel
Beugnot, Eva
Bevis, John
tBiggers, Pamela & James
Bignall, Seliene & Orville
Bilbo, Joan
tBird, Edna
Bishop, Joseph
Bishop, Leon
Bishop, Loren
Black, Patricia
Blackwell, Sarah
Blake, Steven & Robyn
Blanco, Jack
Blinn, Laurey & Gary
tBlock, Louis
tBlomeley, Heather
Blum, Claire & Clyde
Bodtker, Marceil
Bogar, Doris & Larry
tBoggess, Kimberly
tSoles, Joseph
tBoles, Samuel
tBohng, Vickie & Paul
tBolton, Harriett & Robert
Bolton, Lillian
Bolton, Rhonda
Bonjour, Richard & Kathleen
tBosenberry, Susan
Boston, Bill
tBoston, Valerie & Ronald
tBotten, Beverly
Bottomley, Betty
tBoundy, Barbara & Timothy
tBourget, Jose
Bowen, Jodee
tBoyd, Charles & Velma
Boyd, Kathy
tBoyd, William
tBoyer, Donald
Boykin, Helen & Charlie
Boyle, Claudine
tBoynton, Ruth & Paul
Boyson, Beveriy & Jack
Bracket!, Jimmie & Thomas
tBraman, Marcia
Brannon, Cheryl & David
tBreece, Kathy & Dale
Bresee, Sharon & Mark
tBrewer, Sallieann
Brewer, W, Eugene
tBricker, Kathy & Douglas
Bridges, Astrid & John
Briner, Nancy
tBritt, Evelyn
Jromback, Jerale
Brooks, Dorothy
Brooks, Linda & David
Brooks, Louise & Clyde
Brooks, Martha & Philip
Brooks, William & Ivy
tBrown, Debbie
Brown, Diane & Walter
Brown, Edith
tBrown, Clenda
Brown, Harry
Brown, Jane
Brown, Koy
tBrown, Maxine
Brownlow, Margaret & Harmon
tBruce, David
tBrunk, Joanne & Richard
Buch, Marc
Buck, Elsie
tBuckland, Melanie
Buhler, Frances
Bunch, Patricia
tBurchard, Sharon
tBurdette, Emma & Ryan
tBurdick, John
tBurgdorff, Betsy
Burger, Dorothy
tBurke, Cheryl
Burke, Lisa
Burke, Mary & M.
Burke, Theresa & Kenneth
tBurks, Quinton
tBurks, Rebecca
tBumham, Stefan &^ Kristi
Bumham, Virginia & Gilbert
tBums, John
Bums, Richard
tBums, William
tBumside, Wilberta
Burtnett, Helen & Frank
tBushnell, Vinson
Butler, Alma
tButler, James
Butterfield, Karen
tByard. Mary & Donald
Byers, Lowell
Byers, Mary
tByford, Mark
Byrd, Bernard & Mary
tByrd, Linda
Cabalo, Gerry
tCain, Gregory
tCain, Helen & Roger
+Cain, Kathleen
Caldwell, Norman
Campbell, Katherine
tCampbell, Melvin & Marjorie
tCannon, Cris
tCannon, Paul
tCantrell, Daniel
Cantreil, Tammy & Terrance
Carballal, Rebecca & Manuel
Carithers, Juanita
tCarlson, Quinette
tCarlson, Steven
Carlton, Ashley
tCamey, Robert
tCarr, Duane
Carroll, Frances
Carron, Ellen
Carron, Verlie
tCartwright, April
Cash, Robert
Caudill, Billie
Caviness, Linda & Larry
Chai), Nicholas
tChambers, James
tChance, Jean
tChandler, Connie
Chapin, Carl & Betty
tChase, Donald
tChase, Jeanne
tChase, Theodore
Chastain, Allan
Chastain, Renee
tChavez, Sylvia
Cheme, Scott
Chesney, Jan & Evan
fChesnut, Marsha
Chesnut, Robert & Ruth
tChilson, Jeffrey
Chisholm, Cheryle
Chism, Robert
tChristensen, Carol
Christiansen, Hugo
tChristiansen, Kathie
Chu, Peter & Linda
Church, Terri
Cirigliano, Anthony
tCiuffardi, Americo
tClark, Cheryl
tClark, Daisy & Michael
tClark, James
Clark, Karen
tCIark, Linda
tClark, Sherri
tClarke, Joan
tClarke, Judy & James
Clayton, Deborah & Rob
tCliett, Harold & Joy
Closser, Myma & Jim
Coble, Jr., John
Coble, Normalou
Cochran, Lawrence & Mary
tCockrell, Lynda & Vann
Codington, Jo & Mark
tCoggin, David
Cole, Roy & Roberta
Collier, Billy & Nan
Collins, Betty & E.
Collins, Lettie
Collins, Vanetta
Collins, Virginia & Edward
tColvin, Gaye
tCompton, Kathy & Crawford
tCompton, Marjorie
tComston, Mary
Cone, Sharon & Arthur
Conerly, Donna
tConerly, Jamie
tConerly, Jerre & Carrie
Connell, Goldie
tCook, Cheri & Charlie
tCookson, Royce
Coolidge, Herbert
Coolidge, William
Coon, Glenn
Cooper, L. & Adrian
tCopley, Marietta
tCorbett, Patricia & Bernard
tCorrigan, Monica
Costerisan, Francis
Coston, Debra & Jeffrey
Coston, Howard & Maralea
Gotham, Joyce
Cotton, David
tCouch, Kathleen & Robert
tCouillard, Marty & Michael
tCowan, Lisa
tCowley, Myra
tCox, James
tCox, Norvelle
tCrabtree, Susan
Crago, Erric & Sharon
Crawford, G. cfe Roy
Cress, Lynn & David
tCress, Robert & Karen
Crews, Lula & Joseph
Crews, Sue
tCritchlow, Janet
Crosby, Bobra
Crosby, Carol & Timothy
Cross, Dale
tCross, Hubert
tCross, Jenny
Crowder, Katharyn
Cruz, Damaris
tCruz, lldefonso
Culbert, Dorothy
Cullens, Ann
Culpepper, James
Culpepper, Judy
Culvey, Marie
tCurtis, Ruth & Glenn
tCzerkasij, Victor c& Rene
Dahl, Jeanette
tDake, Rheba
tDalton, Marilee & H.
tDalusong, Rhona
+Daly, Denise
tDamouni, Eliana
Damron, Mary & Chester
tDaniel, Dennis
Darbo, Doris & Jere
Darnell, Margaret & Nolan
Dart, Archa
tDart, Erl
tDavidson, Susan & Tommy
tDavis, Cathy
Davis, Clifton
Davis, Cosby
Davis, Frances & Charles
tDavis, Gordon
Davis, John
tDavis, Michael
tDavis, Ronald
tDavis, Terry & Melanee
tDavis, Victor
tDavis, W. & Janet
tDawaf, Laneta
tDay, Randy
Day, Thomas & Cynthia
DeLay, Judy
tDean, Eloise
tDebard, Robin
tDedeker, Judith
tDees, Deborah & Don
Degrave, Sheri
Deloney, George
tDenler, Lucille
tDennis, David
Dever, Arlene & Homer
tDever, Delores
tDever, Ronda
tDick, Don & Joyce
tDick, Linda
Dickerhoff, Beverly
Dickerson, Marjorie & Albert
Dickinson, Ruth & Robert
tDisheroon, Terri
Dittes, Albert
tDixon, Benvena
tDixon, John
tDonesky, Melvin & Julie
Donesky, Peter
Donets, Peter
tDorr, April
tDortch, Stacy & Howard
tDrachenberg, Robert
tDrafts, Debra
tDrake, Beverly & Robert
tDreos, Mary
Dresser, Emily
tDriscol, Phyllis
Driskill, Mark
tDubois, William
Dubose, Robert
tDubsky, Robert
+Duckett, Beverly
tDuckett, Harold
Duerksen, Russell
tDuff, Barbara
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"// you have not often felt the joy of doing a kind act, you have
neglected much, and most of all yourself."
A. Nielsen (1897-1980)
luke. Donna
(uman, Leroy
lunder, Terrance
tunn, Maurice
lurham, Marjorie
lurichek, Betty
lurichek, Jr., Peter
urocher, Robert
lutton, Joy & George
lykes, Donald
'ysinger, P.
amhardt, Jeanette
asley, Brenda
ast. Marie & Robert
aton, Suzanne
dgmon, Marchie
dwards, James
inch, Paul
Idridge, Gary
Uiott, Kathy
Jliott, Richard
Uiston, Judy & Bruce
;imendorf. Sheila & Frederick
Iwin, Sheila
immerling, Robin
jigel, Debra
^rickson, Joseph
xickson, Richard
inner, Susan
mst. Robert & Teresa
irskine. Everette
Irwin, James
irwin, Juanita & Robin
irwin, Robin & Budehia
squilla, Agnes
isterline, Richard
:strada, Tamara & James
•verett, Rebecca
•acundus, Leanne
•alkowski, Michelle
•anselau, Glenda
arr, Henry
arrell, Steven
eldbusch, Patricia
•erguson, Linda
=emandez, Ralph
"emandez, Virginia
Fields, Sally
igueroa, Jorge
"iliberto, Jeffrey
^illman, Don & Dolly
•iUman, Jinnie & L.
Finley, Nadine & David
Fishell, Karen
Fisher, Carolyn & Richard
Fitzgerald, Douglas & Anne
Fitzgerald, Steven
Fbch, Barbara & Charles
Hood, Twila & Richard
Flynt, Emma & Harold
Fogg, Pauline
Footf, Ceraldine & Harvey
Forbes, Harry & Judith
Forbes, Valorie
Forbes, Wanda & Daniel
Ford, Blanche
Ford, Cindy & Mark
Ford, Heide & Hubert
Ford, Jennifer & Dale
Forsey, David & Laronda
Foster, James & Glenda
Fov.ler, Gladys
r, Lynda & Ronald
aroi
K)x Lorene
Fox, Ronald
s, Lomette
^ar^iisco, Linda & Jack
Utoi, Alvin
Franz, Eulalia & Clyde
tFrederick, Rosalie & Daniel
tFreeman, Bemeice
tFreeman, Richard & Cathy
French, Sarah
Fritts, Susan
tFrye, Elgin
Fulfer, James
Fuller, George
Fuller, Robert
Futcher, Arlene & Terence
Futcher, Carol
Gabbard, David & Rosa
Gagne, Denise
tGagnon, George
tGallimore, Evonnie & E.
Gano, David
Gantt, Mabel
tGardner, Joseph
tGardner, Roger
tGamer, Karen
tGarrett, Jeffrey
tCarrett, Stephen & Kathy
Garrigan, Mary
Gates, Brenda & Douglas
Gates, Meraldine & Richard
tGeach, Geneva & Robert
Geach, Patricia & Robert
tGeach, Roger
Gearhart, Bemice
tGearhart, Joel
tGebhard, Mary & Daniel
tGeisinger, Jere
tGennick, Ramona
Genton, Lola
Gershon, James
tGibbon, Bruce & Alice
tGiebel, Rita
tGiebell, Elizabeth & Richard
tGilbert, Russell
Giles, Ollie & Stanley
Gilkes, Lucia
tGillen, Tanya
tGlantz, Susan & Timothy
tGlass, James
tGlass, Teria
Godenick, Mark
tGoeckeritz, Bruce & Laurel
tGoff, James
tGohde, Joyce
Gonzalez, Rene
Gooch, David & Kathryn
tGood, Cherie
tGood, Cheryl
Goodloe, Kathleen
tGoodman, Constance
Goodner, Elbert
tGoodrum, Norris & Pamela
tGracia, Ruth
Graham, Coretta & Obed
Graham, Doris
Graham, L. & Leon
Graves, Cecil & Lucille
Graves, Mary & Ted
Graves, Melanie & George
tGraves, Otis
tGray, Kenneth & Brenda
tGray, Rocky
tGreen, Diana
Greenawalt, Dennis
Greene, Michael
tGrcenleaf, Floyd
tGregory, Sheryl & James
tGriesman, Kay
Griffin, Peggy
tGrimm, Terry & Diana
tGrimsley, Steven & Patricia
Grindley, Jamie & Timothy
Groome, Robert & Jevi^ell
Grundset, Edgar & Valera
tGrys, John
Guild, Esther
Guinn, Janye
tGuire, Charles
tGullett, Flint
Gutekunst, Gerard
tHack, Amy & David
tHackleman, Kristine
tHadley, Carroll
Hagan, B. J.
Hakes, James
tHaie, Freda & Richard
tHale, Joyce & James
tHales, Frances
Haley, L.
tHaley, Steven & Malinda
Hall, Diane & Roger
tHall, Donald
tHall, Tommy & B.
tHalley, Gregory
tHallman, David & Peggy
tHallman, Joyce & Wesley
Hallock, Dora & Lloyd
Hallock, Duane
tHalverson, Mary & Nathaniel
Hamilton, Cindy
Hamm, Minon
tHamm, Thomas
tHammer, Charles & Lora
Hammond, Warren
Hand, Ronald
tHankins, Sharon
Hannum, Judith & James
tHano, Tangi
tHansen, Leif & Donna
Hansen, Robert
tHansen, Thomas
tHanson, Cindy
tHanson, Janel
tHanson, Janie
tHarau^a, Jennifer & David
Harder, Margaret & Lloyd
tHardin, Tonia
Harding, Eva & Kenneth
Hardy, Linda
Harlovv', Bruce
Harlow, Lynell & Wayne
tHamage, Ronald
Harold, Donna
tHarper, Marggie
Harrelson, Amos
tHarrelson, Joyce
tHarris, Ruth & Charles
tHarrison, Elizabeth
tHarrison, Esther
tHarrison, Victor
Hart, Carol
tHartwell, Jeanne & Raymond
Hartwell, Thelma
Hasel, Gerhard & Hilde
Haskell, Billy
Haveman, Leisha
tHaveman, Theodore
tHawkins, Lawrence
Hawthorne, Bill & Mary
Hay, Cherie & Bill
Haynes, Paula & Douglas
tHaynes, Sanda
Hayward, Joseph
Heath, Earleen
Hedrick, Mary
tHefner, Janlyn & Stephen
tHeidinger, Karen
tHeisler, Bruce
Hellgren, Nancy & Morgan
Hendershot, Hazel & Hoyt
Hendershot, Ralph
tHenderson, Dixie
Henderson, Mary & Orville
Hendry, Malone
Henson, Brenda
Henson, Lucy
tHenson, Will & Gertrude
tHerman, Gary
Other gifts-in-kind include this IBM-compatible terminal shown here
with operator Douglas Hursh, a senior religion major The gift of four
terminals, three printers, software, and programming support was
made to the Division of Religion by Paul and Bille Burdick. Also in the
package: a Scantron Optical Mark Reader Data Terminal for au-
tomating grading procedures.
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"// a man be endoiced with a generous mind, this is the best kind of
nobility."
Plato (427-347 B.C.)
tHerman, Ronald & Linda
tHemandez, Daniel
Herod, lanita & J.
tHerr, Laurie
tHerren, Carla
tHerren, William
Herrmann, Teresa & Lyie
tHess, Joycelyn & David
tHeston, Mark
Hibbard, Virginia
Hickman, James
tHigby, Ruth
Higgins, Ruth
tHilaire, Kellman & Shirley
Hilderbrandt, Audrey & Dwight
Hill, Vernon
Hilton, Alma
tHines, Donna
Hinson, Kathryn
Ho, Rosalind
Hodder, Richard
tHoekenga, David & Carole
Holdridge, S.R.
Holland, David
Holland, Donald
Holland, Judith
Hollis, Geraldine
Holloway, Marie
tHolmes, Jane
Holmes, Oliver & Laura
tHolovi'ach, Joan
tHolt, Judith & B.
Holt, Ketty & Jerry
tHonore, Daniel
Hooper, Harry & June
tHooper, Rainey
tHoosier, Marianne
tHoover, E.
tHoover, Paul & Patricia
Horton, Marian
Houck, Florence & Duane
Howard, Edgar
tHoward, Keith
tHoward, Lorella & Larry
Howard, Melvin
tHoward, Patricia
tHowe, Gary
Hoyle, Sharon & Jerry
tHoyte, Jahna
tHuber, Mark
Hudson, Jennie
Huff, Richard
Hughes, Claude & Winnie
tHughes, Patti & Gene
Hughes, Ross & Betty
Huitt, Michael
tHuIsey, Harry & Bemeice
tHunt, Bonnie
tHunt, Constance & L.
tHunt, Dolores
Hunt, Katye
tHunter, Thomas & Melinda
Huntzberry, Mary
Hyde, Sylvia & Bradley
tHyder, Mark & Florence
tHyder, Robert
tUardi, Teresa
tingersoll, James
Ingram, Ruth
tingram, William
Irizarry, Kathryn
tirwin, Ruby & John
Ivey, Alyce
Ivey, Darlene & E.
Jackson, Connie
tjackson, Laurie & Jeffrey
Jacobs, Lois & Jamile
tjames, Alma
James, Gloria & Samuel
Jameson, Masie
tjansen, Paul
tjarrett, Darla
tjenks, Lowell
Jennings, Margie
tjensen, Paul & Shirley
Jetter, Cheryl
Jobe, Bob
tjobe, Kelly
Johns, Marjory & Kenneth
tjohnson, Andrea & Delbert
tjohnson, Curtis
Johnson, Frances & Ronald
Johnson, Judy & Ertis
tjohnson, M.
tjohnson, PrisciUa
Johnson, Renita
tjohnson, Sonja & Larry
Johnson, Thelma
tjohnson, Valorie
Johnston, Echo & Thomas
tjohnston, Lori
tjoiner, Johnita & Joseph
Joiner, Judy & Jeff
Joiner, Mable & James
Joiner-Timon, Becki
Jones, Barbara cSi William
tjones, Brenda
tjones, Cheryl & Steven
Jones, Elvine
tjones, Theresa
Jordan, Annie & Chester
Jorgensen, Gail
tjuhl, Albert
tKalmansson, Kathryn
tKalmansson, Paul
Kamieneski, Robert
tKastorsky, Ingrid
tKastorsky, Sergio & CoUette
tKay, James
Keaton, Marlene
tKeele, Don
Keevert, Ernestine & Ellis
Keith, NeUah & William
tKeizer, LaVeme
tKeizer, Sheila & Ira
Keller, Marie & Gregory
tKelley, Larry
tKemmerer, Deborah & Frank
tKendall, AnnabeUe
tKendall, Karen
tKendall, Robert
Kennedy, L. & Howard
Kennedy, Paul
Kenny, Gladys & E.
Kenyon, Gerald
tKenyon, Sheryl & Robert
Kijak, Marie
Killen, Edward
tKimber, Alice
Kinder, F. & J.
King, Aubrey
King, Gregory
King, Joan
King, Jolena & Roger
King, Mary
tKingsbury, Bertha
Kinley, Todd & Karen
Kinsey, Martha & Herbert
Kinsman, Jacqueline
Kirkham, Kenneth
Kirstein, Bill & Pat
Kiture, Andrea
tKlaver, John
tKlein, Kay
tKlein, Sylvia
Kleppe, Betty
tKlim, Dean
Klinvex, Elizabeth & Christopher
tKlinvex, Kevin
Knarr, Catherine
tKnecht, Vickie & Douglas
tKnight, Rowland
tKnox, Lori
Koester, Beverly & Carl
tKoobs, David
John Durichek, a former president of the Alumni Association, stands
happily next to the MGD Offset Press donated by Howard Sutton.
This and 5,000 pounds of paper are just two of many gifts-in-l<ind
donated each year to Southern College. If you would like to know
more about donating gifts-in-kind, please contact the Development
Office at Southern College, (615) 238-2111, ext. 828.
Kostenko, Chana & Victor i
tKovalski, Jr., Gerald
tKovalski, Karen
Kovalski, Ken
Kovalski, Sandra & Gerald
tKretschmar, Donna
tKrishingner, Stephanie
tKroeger, Don
Kruger, Thomas
Kuester, William
tKuhlman, Kristin
Kujawa, Carolyn
Kummer, Christine
tLabar, Sandra
Lacey, Gloria & Charles
Lacey, Holly
tLafever, Joanne & Beecher
tLafever, Susan
tLale, Timothy
Lampert, Judy
Land, Edith
tLanfear, Carolyn
tLarkin, Mary
tLau, Carmen & Young
Laubach, Florence & Chaucey
tLaudenslager, Colleen
tLauer, Nadine & John
tLaventure, Richard
tLawrence, Paula & David
Lawter, Michelle
tLeach, Roger
Learned, Scott & Linda
Lebard, Robert
Lebaron, Judith & John
Leblanc, Argenta & Paul
Lechler, Elizabeth
Lechler, Linda & Donald
tLedford, Linda
tLee, Jane
Leeper, Judy & James
Lemon, Alice
Lesko, Lennette & Arthur
Lester, Vera
Lewis, Rod & Pamela
tLey, Kimberly
Leyva, Jane & William
tLiebelt, Lonny
Lien, Jerry
tLiles, Sadie
Lilley, Lilah
Lincoln, Gladys & Robert
tLindsay, John
Lindsey, Nathan
tLink, Mary & James
tLippert, Richard & Karen
Litchfield, Carol
tLitchfield, Leclare
Litchfield, Thelma
tLittell, Bonita
tLivingston, Pamela
tLivingston, Raymond
Lobdell, Opal
Lockwitz, Linda
tLogan, Anna & Hershel
tLoggins, Cathy
Lonberg, John
tLong, Angeline
tLong, Matthew & Beth
tLongley, Max & Jean
tLonto, Robert
Loor, June
tLoor, Susan & John
Lopez, Delpha & Ruben
tLord, William & Eleanor
tLothian, Priscilla
tLowe, Carolyn & Michael
Lowe, Jeanne
tLowe, Shawn
tLowman, Marvin
Ludington, Arlene & Darryl
Lukat, Lucille
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"He that does good for good's sake seeks neither praise nor reward, but
is sure of both in the end."
William Penn (1644-J718)
md. Audice
ifi\n. Donna
mn. Robert
pTons, Edward
ace, Lisa
acias. Magaly
acLaffert>', Merritt
acLafferty, Robert & Ruth
acmiUan, Katherine
Kv- Albert
adeja, Bonnie
ahdemm, Har
ahrle, Sylvia
aiden. Frances
alin, Douglas & Nancy
ann, Elizabeth
ansfield, David
arion. Dora
arkoff, David
ariowe, Linda & James
arschner. Max
aishall, Mary & John
arshall, Walter
artin. Betty & Weldon
artin, Douglass
artin, Eva
artin, Laura
artin, Merilee
artin, Philip
artin, Richard & Teresa
artin, Scott
artin, Virginia
artin, Walter
arwa, Esther & Esther
assengill, Cloie
ather. Glen
ather, Kalhy
athews, Dorothy
athieu, Ferre!
athieu, Raymond
attheis, Wanda & Jay
ayden. Iris
cBride, Nancy
cBroom, Dan & Myra
cCaUa. J.
cCandless, Clarence
cCaughan, Cindy
:CleIlen, Daniel
cClintock, James
rOung, Michael
cClure, Edith & Alfred
:Qure, Howard
Klolpin, Lois & Glenn
Klonnell, Mary
rCoun, Ramona & Edward
:<Iraken, Carole
rCullough, Edward
KTurdy, Lynda & Robert
cDonaid, Vicki & Andy
:Elroy, James
rEndree, Sylvia & Robert
rFadden, Karen
zFaddin, David
rFariand, Martyn
£rady. Jay
^ '"^v, Sharon & Glenn
f ranees & A.C.
Lois
!'?, Eugene
>ey, John & Barbara
Ky,
William & Lillian
n, Lynne & Lonny
I, Paul
•Jack
,
John & Frances
Dn, Nanette
rt, Jan
Pamela & John
h, Jerry
t ifford & Dona
nko, Vincent
Tiut/, Lincoln & Cynthia
Merriman, James & Margarita
tMesser, Loretta
tMessinger, Jon
tMessinger, Nancy & H.
Meyer, Bonnie & Mearle
tMeyer, Chris
Meyers, Kerstin & Daryl
tMichaelis-Pope, Michael & Karla
tMiddaugh, Patsy
tMiler, Harold
Millbum, Barbara & Dennis
Miller, Ann
Miller, Bette & Francis
Miller, Opal
Miller, Rita & Gordon
tMiller, Roxanne & Kenneth
Miller, Scott
MiUer, Susan & George
tMiller, Valerie & Roger
Mills, Joyce & Harry
tMiUs. Shirley
tMiskiewicz, James
tMitchell, Charles
Mitchell, Cynthia & Brian
tMitchell, Sharon
Mitchell, Viola & Alfred
Mizelle, Catherine
tMock, Rhonda & F. Jesse
tMoUenkopf, Dawn
tMontaperto, Vito
Moore, Barbara & W.
tMoore, Cynthia
tMoore, Daniel & J.
tMoore, Evie
tMoore, Gary
Moore, Kay
Moore, P. J.
Moore, P. Jones & Patricia
tMorgan, Dale & Johnna
Morris, Sharon
tMorris, Stephen & Rebecca
tMorris, W.
Morrison, Karen & Gary
J'Mosley, Keith
Mote, Donald & Rene
tMotschiedler, Edward
tMountcastle, Timothy & Sherrill
tMueller, Nancy
tMullins, John
Mundy, Susi &: Bill
tMurphy, Mark
tMurray, Myriene
tMyer, Beulah
Myers, Elaine
tMyers, Patricia
Myers, Richard & Donna
Neal, Linda & Edward
tNeet, Kenneth
Nelson, Harry
Nelson, Katrina
Nelson, Lorene
Newberti, John
tNewcomb, Joseph
Nicholaides, Evelyn & Mitchell
*"Nichols, Jacqueline
Nielsen, Penny
Niswonger, Jerome
Noble, Gad & Dorothy
tNolan, Joseph
tNordling, Mildred
tNorskov, Kay & William
tNorton, Peggy &; James
tNumbers, Ronald
tO'Day, Carol & Patrick
Oakes, Virginia & William
tOdell, Michael
Odom, Myma
Oetman, Bonnie & Harvey
Oft, Juvemia
Ohman, Lisa
Oliver, John
Olmstead, Lila
Olsen, HoUis & Nathlene
Olson, Jessie
Orange, Patricia
Orr, Jack & Virginia
tOsterhout, James
Ott, Helmut & Myma
Ott, Vivian
Otto, Margaret
Ownsby, Peggy
Oxberger, Everett
tPabon, Milca & Daniel
tPaden, Carolyn
Paden, Cecil
tPage, Kimberly
Palmer, Elaine
tPalmiter, Regina
tPalsgrove, Michael
tPangman, Margaret
tPape, Judy
tParadis, John
Park, Betty
Park, Lester
Parker, A. Roland
Parker, Philip
Parker, Vera
tParkhurst, jorey
tParks, Donita
tPamell, Jack
Parra, Luis & Nancy
Parrish, Craig
Parrish, Todd & Lisa
tPartlo, Michael
tPate, Sandj & Donald
Patrick, Linda & A. Stephen
Patrick, Virginia
tPatton, Kimberly & Richard
Paul, Wesley
Paxton, Carolyn
tPayne, Donald
Payne, Laveta
tPayne, Rebecca
Peck, Karen
Peek, Ava & Norman
Peek, Marvin
tPeek, Mary
Peeke, Marilynn & John
Peel, Gerald & Tammy
tPeel, Michael & Lisa
tPellerin, Holly
PeUetier, Eugene
tPendergrass, Jessie & Gordon
Pennington, Betty & E.
tPenno, Candice & Paul
Peters, Louesa
Peterson, Betty & Garland
Peterson, Brenda
tPeterson, Jay
tPeterson, Judith
Pethel, Michael
tPettengill, Michael
tPettigrew, Charles
tPettigrew, Ursula
tPhibbs, Curtis & Cynthia
Phillips, Lorrine & Louis
Philpott, Frankie
tPhipps, Sherri
Piatt, Wayne & Linda
Pichler, Floyd
tPickell, Ronald
tPickett, James
Pierce, Beatrice & Charles
Pierce, Bruce & Doris
tPierce, Cheryl
Piercy, Charles
tPierson, Martha
Pierson, Pauline
tPilon, Jerrell
tPine, Jerry
Pitman, Tui
tPlatt, Barbara & William
tPlatt, Naomi
tPlummer, Suzanne
Poenitz, Emey
tPohle, Candace
tPohle, Victor
Polen, Donald
tPolite, Donna
tPoUett, Brian
tPoUett, Stephanie
tPorter, Duane
tPorter, Mary & Gregory
tPorter, Meri
tPorter, Sheri
tPotter, Carole
Potts, Kathy
Powell, George
Powers, Sylvia &l Stephen
tPowery, Glover
tPratt, Perry & Robin
tPredmore, Dawn
tPrice, Candace
tPriddy, Kenneth & Susan
tPriest, Joseph
tPrins, Peter
Pritchett, W. Gary
tPruski, Jacqueline
Pumphrey, Edward
Quinn, Sharon
tRada, Ephraim
tRada, Norman
tRahn, Vicki & Charles
tRails, Jane
tRambo, Beverly
tRamsey, Anne
Ramsey, John & Linda
Randolph, Karen & Gary
tRandolph, Linda
Rathnam, John
Ray, Herman
Read, Billy & Patricia
tRector, Patty
tReece, Delphyne
tReed, Rowanda
tReese, Carolyn & Gary
tReese, Henry
tRegal, Sandra & Austin
Reiber, Eunice & Milton
Reid, Nelda
Reinsch, Deborah
Remley, Hilda
Reyna, Wilfred
tReynolds, Carol
Rhodes, Faye
Rhodes, Harry
tRice, Janice & Desmond
tRice, Kevin & Teresa
tRichards, Kenneth
tRichards, Linda
Richards, William & Evonne
Richert, Joyce & Arthur
Rickaby, Linda & Gerald
tRicks, John
Riffel, Ruth & Andres
Riggs, Helene & John
Rilea, Florence
Rilea, LaSina & Lester
tRima, Ethel
Rimmer, Denita
tRinger, Brian & Joelle
Ringer, Carol & Benjamin
Ringstaff, Mykal
tRitchie, Catherine & Max
tRittenhouse, Floyd
tRitzler, Pamela
tRobb, Mark & Judy
tRoberts, Donna
tRoberts, James
tRobertson, Alicia & Jonathan
tRobertson, Cheryl
Robertson, Earl
Robertson, Karla
tRobertson, Randall
tRobinson, Alyce
Robinson, Elenora
tRoddy, Donna & Harold
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"One man gives freely, yet grows all the richer; another withholds
what he should give, and only suffers ivant."
Proverbs 11:24 (Revised Standard Version)
w
Roddy, Fairra
tRodgers, Robert
Rodgers, Rozelle
Rodman, Brenda
tRodriguez, Julio & Maria
Rodriguez, Raquel
tRogers, Darlene
tRogers, Kenneth
Rogers, Man'in
tRogers, Teresa
tRolfe, Carolyn
tRolfe, Susan & Robert
tRoUs, )ana
tRood, Warren & Debra
tRoper, Eleanor
tRoscher, Wilfred & Lome
tRoss, Cheryl
tRourke, Drury
tRouse, Byron
tRouse, Gary
tRowland, Douglas
Rowlett, Phyllis
Rozell, Kenneth
Ruckle, Shirley & O. Raymond
Ruf, Lucia & Warren
Ruggles, Alan
tRuiz, David & Beverly
tRumsey, Mark & Susan
tRunnals, Edward
Runyon, Clyde
tRussell, Denise
tRyals, Virginia & John
tRyan, Brenda
tRynearson, Suzanne
tSager, Charles
tSagert, Mark & Reba
tSales, Deborah
tSalgado, Juan
tSalhany, Dorothy & Phaize
tSaJhany, Karen
tSanders, Thomas
Saphiloff, Andrew
tSarokas, Mark
tSarokas, Patti
Sauder, Vinita & Greg
Sauls, Helen & R. Lynn
tSawtell, James
tSax, Carl & Rusti
tSchey, Diana
Schlisner, Sharon & Everett
Schhsner, Suzanne
tSchmehl, Malcolm
tSchmidt, Steven & Pamela
Schoen, Joya
Schoen, Valentin
Schomburg, Sheila
Schriber, John & Marilou
tSchriber, Kathleen
Schwab, Walter
Schwinn, Karl & Katie
tSchwotzer, Karen
tScoggins, Nelda
tScott, Barry
Seek, Vesta
tSeeiey, James & Jessie
Seeley, Pam & James
Seery, Becki
Seidel, Lynda
tSelby, Kyle
tSeient, Harry
tSelf, Beverley & Donald
Serikaku, Dianna & David
Seth, Michelle & Douglas
tSetters, Kimberly
tSevers, William
tSevert, Trudy
Shafer, Edwin & Judy
"•"Shafer, Joseph
tShaffer, Nancy & Duane
Shain, Martha & Martin
Sharian, Serphouhi
tShaw, Ann & Kenneth
Shaw, Debra & Carl
tShaw, Kevin & Terryn
+Shaw, Terry
Sheddan, John
tSheer, Keli
tShelton, Anita & Donald
Shepard, Richard
Sheram, Imogene
tSherman, Roby
tSherrill, Barbara
tSherrill, Reba
tShields, Charles
Shields, Jonathan & Maureen
Shields, Ruby
tShoemaker, John
tSholtes, Carole & Robert
Short, Camette & Donald
Short, Janice & Donald
Shoup, Betty
Shrader, Sandra & John
Shreve, Ruby
tShriver, Linda
tShuU, John
Shultz, Kari
Sias, Kim
Sias, William & Esther
Siddall, Rodney & Diane
tSiler, June
Simmons, Deborah
tSimmons, Heather
Sims, Hershel & Nelly
tSines, Nancy
Sinnett, Karen
Skender, Irene & Adolph
Slate, Herman
Slate, Myrtle
Sloan, Thyra & Richiird
tSmall, Tamara
Smart, Constance & Leslie
Smith, Albert
tSmith, Benita
Smith, Carol
Smith, Carol & Ron
Smith, Cherilyn & David
tSmith, David
tSmith, Doris
Smith, Gladys & E. Lewell
tSmith, Joseph
tSmith, Juanita & David
Smith, Kathleen & Ronald
tSmith, Nancy
tSmith, Reba
tSmith, Robert & Susan
tSmith, Rochelle
tSmith, Sheila
Smith, Shirley
Smoot, Joseph Grady
Snide, Hazel
tSnider, Carla & Garry
Snider, Heidi
tSnider, Sondra
Snow, Angela & Timothy
tSnyder, Harriet & Terry
tSobotka, Lisa
tSoier, Eddie
tSolis, Sylvia
tSolomon, Carol & Dale
Somers, Dorothy
Sorensen, Ella
tSorensen, Ruby & Neil
Sorrell, Norman & Ruth
Sottong, Lincoln
Soule, Helen & Joseph
tSouthard, Bobby & M.
Souza, Tammy
Sowder, Marilyn & Steven
Sowers, Christina
Spady, Linda
tSpangenberger, Lynda
tSpauIding, SaUi
tSpears, Cynthia & Richard
tSpears, Daina & John
Spears, Sylvia & Steven
Sperka, Marilyn
tSperling, Elsie
Sperrazza, Jacqueline & Robert
Spruill, Joy & Milford
Stanaway, Barbara
tStanaway, Ian & Cindy
tStanford, Sylvia
Stanley, Coleen & Richard
Staples, Thomas
tStark, Rebecca
Starkey, Darrel & Connie
Starr, Dorothy & Wilfred
tStates, Bruce
tSteadman, L. Marie
Stebbins, Kelly
Steele, Allen
Steen, Linda & Alton
tSteffens, Linda & Randall
tSteiner. Daniel
tSteinman, Donald
Stepanske, Richard
tStephenson, George & Carey
tStephenson, Veva
tStevens, Hazel
tStevens, Richa & Daniel
tStewart, Alvin
Stewart, Eleanor & Ervin
tStewart, Merwin
tStewart, Richard & Ann
tStier, Maria & Richard
Stockton, Lenwood
Stone, Dennis
tStone, Stella
Stone, Thomas
Stone, William
tStophel, John
Stout, Kathy & Alan
Strawn, Evelyn & Donald
Strayer, Brian
Strefling, Ruth
tStreidl, Pamela
Strickland, Mona
Strickland, Sarah
Strong, Dixie & William
tStroud, Joelle
Stubbs, William & Barbara
Suarez, Judy
tSultzbaugh, Marie
Surkey, George & Willie
Sutherland, Gregory & Kay
tSutherland, Michael
Swafford, Evelyn & John
Swann, Betty
Swanson, G.
tSweeney, Don & Donna
Sweeney, Mary & Roy
Swigart, Carmen
tSwinson, James & Julie
Swinyar, Carol & Gary
Tait, Bradley & Jill
Tait, Debbie & Stanton
Talmage, Metha
tTankersley, Connie
Taylor, George & Margaret
Taylor, Malvina
tTaylor, Mary
tTeel, Marsha & James
Tennanl, M.
Terry, Bertha & HoUis
Tetz, Emil & Elsie
tTetz, Linda
Thames, Judith
tThatcher, Virginia
Thimsen, William
Thomas, Taletha
tThompson, Carolyn
tThompson, Deborah & Verie
tThompson, Dennis
tThompson, Ira
Thompson, Joanne
Thompson, Margaret
tThoresen, Brenda & Nelson
tThurber, Jana & "Mic"
Thurber, Virginia & Wayne
Timberman, Ellen
Tol, Carol & BiU
tTolas, Carl
Tolhurst, Ethel
tTolhurst, Jane & George
tTompkins, Joel
tToomajanian, Jane
Torres, Sara
tTourinan, Rocio
Towles, Eddie
Travis, Aline & Joseph
tTravis, Angela
tTrawick, Clarence
tTrawick, Lynda & Donald
Trimble, Aline
tTrimble, Tamara
Trummer, Max & Esther
tTucker, Benjamin
tTucker, Don
Tunnell, Dale & Cheryl
tTumer, George
Turner, Mary
Turner, Walter & Grace
tTwombley, David & Kathy
Tyler, Esther
tTyson, Elbert & Barbara
Ugarte, Randi
tVan Omum, Roger
Vanarsdell, Glen
Vance, Kenneth
tVancleve, Susan
tVandeVere, Robert & Michelle
tVaughan, Robert
tVelbis, Erwin
Veltman, Fred & Irene
tVence, Susan & Abdias
Viar, Sue & Paul
Vieth, Catherine
Vincent, Cecilia & Ronnie
Vonhof, Leonard
Voorheis, Alice
Wagner, Cynthia
tWagner, David
Wagner, Raymond
tWagner, Rita
tWahlbon, Anita
Walden, Relious & Beverly
Walker, Judith
Walker, Stanley
Wallace, Thelma
tWaUar, Vivian
tWalter, Jed
Walters, Dale & Lezlee
tWalters, James
Walters, Merrie & Clyde
tWampler, James
Wampler, William
Ward. Mildred & Paul
Wareham, Alice
Warren, Amanda & Grayson
Warren, Steven
Waters, Cora & William
Watkins, Norma & Charles
Watson, James
tWatson, William
tWatt, Elsie
Wear, Barbara & Cecil
Weaver, Diana & Leslie
tWebster, Theodore
Wedel, Janice
tWeeden, David & Laura
tWeekes, Trudy-Ann
Weir, Carolyn & Olavi
tWeiss, Aida & Herold
Weiss, Violet & Josef
tWelch, Brenda
tWelch, Donald
tWelch, Stephen
tWeldemere, Randall
tWells, Wynette
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Vente, David
Vest. Delby & H. Kenneth
Vest, Donald
Vestphal, Cherie
Vetmore, Lynne
Vhary, Philip & Helen
Vheat, Andrew & Carol
Vheeler, Alice
Vheeler, Ann & Ben
Vheeler, Ardeth
'(feeler, Betty
Vheeler, Martha
Vhetmore, Debra & George
Vhicker, Mark
Vhite, Frances
Vhite, Gary & Darlene
Vhite, Karen & Randall
Vhite, Napoleon
Vhiting, Albert & Linda
Vhitney, Dianna
Vhitt, Alice
Videman, Sandra
Viederkehr, Lynne
Viehn, Ruth & Roger
Viese, Calvin & Tami
Viesner, Allene & Charles
Vightman, Harold
Vilcox, Allen & June
Vilcox, Brian
VUcox, Karen
Vilcox, Sharon
Vildes, Ethel
Vilhelm, Charles
Vilkin, Rick
tWilkinson, Eva
Will, Bennie
Will, Elaine & Kenneth
Williams, Alice & Gary
Williams, Cindy & H.
tWilliams, Debra & Aubrey
tWilliams, Gary
tWiUiams, Karen
tWilliams, Larry
twills, Tracey
Wilson, Barbara & Fred
Wilson, Cheryl & Kenneth
Wilson, Donald
tWilson, Pamela
tWilson, Priscilla
tWilson, Rebecca
tWilson, Richard
Winters, Deborah
Winters, Richard
Wiser, Linda
Wohlers, "Bobbie"
Wohlers, William & Rita
Wolcott, Linda & James
tWolcott, Nannette
tWolf, Nancy & Ron
tWolfe, John
tWolfe, Terry
Wong, Robert
Wood, izora
Wood, Robert
Wood, Sherry & Michael
Woodruff, Krista & Roger
tWoodruff, Velma & Don
Woods, Cecil
tWoods, Donna
tWooley, Susan
tWoolsey, Marcie
tWoolsey, Raymond
tWooten, Henry
tWooten, Rick
Wrate, Steven & Sonia
Wright, Walter
tWurl, Jonathon
tWurl, Loel & Marilyn
Wuttke, Ferdinand
tWyche, Jayne & James
tWyness, Beverly
Yamniuk, Walter
tYancy, David
tYendrzeski, Stephen
Yingling, Judy & Bruce
tYost, Ronda
tYost, Stephen
tYoung, Alva
Young, Brenda
tYoung, Lynn
Young, Paul & Karen
Young, Phyllis & Richard
tYoung, Telly & Jimmy
Young, Viola
tYounts, Phillip
Zeigler, James & Freda
tZeman, Nena & Daniel
tZill, William
Zoerb, Everett & Ruth
Zollinger, Johnnie & Terrell
Zollinger, Leland & Virginia
Souttiern College President Don
Sahly receives a check for
$26,500 from George Crumley,
treasurer of the North American
Division. The college earned the
money from the Business Execu-
tives' Challenge to Alumni for
achieving its 1985-86 annual
fund goals. SC's 1 987 dollar and
donor goals are $169,500 from
2,400 alumni.
Class Participation in BECA Giving, 1985-86
Class
r
RELIGIOUS
ORGANI-
ZATIONS
Carolina Conference of SDA
CoUegedale Church of SDA
Florida Conference of SDA
General Conference of SDA
Georgia-Cumberland
Conference of SDA
Gulf States Conference of SDA
Kentucky-Tennessee
Conference of SDA
CORPORA-
TIONS
Adventist Living Centers
Anacapa Company
Anesthesiologists Group
Archer-Daniels-Midland
Badische Company
Boise Corporation
Canadian Health
Central Soya
Committee of 100 for SMC
CoUegedale Telelphone Company
CoUegedale Casework, Incorporated
Continental Company
Dixie Portland MiUs
Dow, U.S.A.
Everhart Steel Construction
General Products Corporation
Helene Fuld Trust
IBM, Incorporated
McKee Baking Company
Medical Placement Services
Midcon Corporation
O'Neal Steel, Inc.
Rock-Tenn, Inc.
Schaff Shep
Syntex Laboratories, Inc.
Taco BeU
ViUage Market
Volunteer Sales, Inc.
FOUNDA-
TIONS
AT&T
Appalachian Fund
Benwood Foundation, Inc.
Chatlos Foundation
Community Foundation of
Greater Chattanooga
Dixie Yams Foundation
Exxon Education Foundation
George I. Alden Trust
J. M. TuU Foundation
K. W. Grader Foundation
Hand Foundation, Incorporated
Presser Foundation
Sears-Roebuck Foundation
State Farm Foundation
Thomas F. Staley Foundation
Westend Foundation
Committee of 100 at Work
Among recent projects undertaken by the Committee of 100 f
SMC, Inc., was a $45,000 renovation of the Convention Center. Que
rooms received fresh paint and new queen beds, and the lobby wi
completely redecorated to provide guests with an attractive place
register and visit. A new signboard has also been installed near tl
entrance just south of Thatcher Hall. During the past year, neai
5,000 guests have stayed at the Center.
Another major project now being completed is an upper campi
promenade between Brock Hall and Lynn Wood Hall. The Committt;
of 100 appropriated $105,000 for this concrete, stone, and lightii
project which increases the safety as well as the aesthetic beauty
the campus.
The committee, organized in 1963 to assist Southern in capi
projects, has generated approximately $8.5 million in such outia
over the past 23 years. William A. lies is president of the group. 0th
officers are Bill fJIcGhinnis, senior vice president/executive directt
Thelma Cushman, vice presidentlsecretary; K. R. Davis, coordinaU
and Robert Merchant, vice presidentlassistant treasurer.
COMMITTEE OF 100
(Members annually contribute $500 in dues for the benefit of Southern College)
Robert Adams
E. A. Anderson
Frances Andrews
Sue Baker
Michael Barto
Buddy Blair
Mardian Blair
Jack Blanco
T. G. Bouland
Dewitt Bowen
Robert Bowers
Jim Boyle
Philip Brooks
Al Burdick
Paul Burdick
Arthur Butterfield
B. T. Byrd, Jr.
Tom CampbeU
Albert Cason
David Castleberg
Evelyn Castleberg
Chalmer Chastain,
Jerome Clark
Frederec Cothren
Jesse Cowdrick
Stewart Crook
Jessie Cross
Des Cummings, Jr.
Willis Cushman
MerriU Dart
James Davis
K. R. Davis
OUvia Dean
Lynn Elkins
Randy EUcins
Charles Fleming
Roger Floren
Forrest Fuller
Fred Fuller
J. M. Gamer
Phil Garver
H. H. Goggans
Charles Graves
Norman GuUey
John Gutierrez
Albert HaU
Stephen HaU
Ted Hamilton
Lyndon Harder
BiU Haupt
C. David Henriksen
Walter Howell
BiU Hulsey
Steve Hulsey
Dale lies
Bill Ues
Carl Jacobs
Wayne Janzen
David Jarrett
Robert Jensen
O. R. Johnson
Elton Kerr
Charles Kuhlman
Waldemar Kutzner
J. H. Leland
Irad Levering
Charles Lindsey
Don Ludington
D. C. Ludington
RoUin MaUemee
Gerald Martin
Jack McClarty
James C. McElroy
Tom McFarland
Bill McGhinnis
EUsworth McKee
Jack McKee
O. D. McKee
James McKinney
Denzil McNeilus
Donna McNeilus
Robert Merchant
Martha Messinger
WiUiam Metcalf
Herbert Michals
R. C. Mills
Bob Murphy
Harvey Murphy
WiUiam Nelson
Parker Neyman
Frank Palmour
Forrest Preston
Winton Preston
Ed Reifsnyder
Richard Reiner
James Rhodes
Wayne Rimmer
Herbert Rogers
Jan Rushing
Erich Schmidt
Bob Scott
1Grace ShafferMargaret Sharp
Rahn Shaw
J. T. Shim
Marion Simmons
Al Sines
Earl Smith, Jr.
William O. T. Smith
Lewis SommerviUe
Don Spears
Elmyra Stover
Student Association of SC
Dennis Taylor
Victor Taylor
WiUiam H. Taylor
WilUam H. Taylor II
James Thomas
Martha Ulmer
Sanford Ulmer
John Wagner
Louis Waller
Harley Wells
Charles E. Whidden
James R. WiUiams
David Winters
Clara Wright
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Travel with Southern College
and your fellow alumni on
^/jXt^u^^ \cwi no)
May 26 to June 12
Visit England, Scotland, Wales
Price: $1595
Write: William R. Wohlers, Director
Division of Humanities, Southern College, P.O. Box 370
Collegedale, TN 37315-0370
Carolyn Niemeyer Memorial
Scholarship Fund Established
In honor of Carolyn Cothren Niemeyer,
born May 18, 1943, who died July 17,
1986, in Avon Park, Fla.
Carolyn graduated from Southern Col-
lege twice—A.S. in 1978 and B.S. in
1980—and subsequently developed cur-
riculum and taught operating room and
recovery room procedures for Southern's
students on the Orlando campus. She also
taught pediatrics and had undertaken
master's degrees in counseling and nurs-
ing.
She is survived by her husband,
Wayne; sons, Matthew and Mjirk; a sis-
ter, Betty Mikk; and the Cothren family.
Former classmates and friends wishing
to add to this permanent nursing scholar-
ship fund in her memory may contact the
Development Office.
At Rest
LILAH NESTER LAWSON LILLEY, 82, died September 4, 1986, in Chattanooga.
She had taught in the education department at Southern from 1969 until her
1975 retirement. Prior to that, for four years she was principal at A. W. Spalding
Elementary School in Collegedale.
Bom in Indiana, Lilah began teaching there at age 17. After her marriage to
Albert Lawson, a teacher who became a pastor, she taught in Florida, Virginia,
Ohio, Pennsylvania, and New York. Pastor Lawson died in 1952 and she returned
to college. She graduated from Southern with honors in 1953. She deaned here
and taught English the following year, then in 1955 received a master's degree
from George Peabody College at Vanderbilt University in Nashville.
Lilah was supervisor of education for the Texas Conference from 1955 to 1959.
That year she married Herbert Lilley, a widower employed at Washington Advent-
ist Hospital, and began six years as educational supervisor for the Potomac Con-
ference. While in retirement at Collegedale, she remained actively involved in
Christian education and church activities.
Mr. Lilley predeceased her in 1980. Lilah's son, Cedric, died in 1946. Besides
his daughter, Glenda Lee Pappas, who was a year old at that time, survivors
include two stepsons, Herbert Lilley of Hagerstown, Md., and Donald Lilley of
Fulton, Md. Two sisters, Bemice Wilson and Gladys Godwin, both live in Albany,
Ind.
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Presidency Off to a Galloping Good Start
"Donald Sahly's term as president of Southern Col-
lege in Collegedale got off to a galloping good start
Monday (September 22) as his inaugural ceremonies
concluded with a Clydesdale horse-drawn wagon ride
through town." This is how the Chattanooga Times de-
scribed a similar picture which was also carried on the
wire service throughout Tennessee. Dr. Sahly was
joined in the parade wagon by his wife, Weslynne, and
college Board Chairman Alfred C. McClure and his wife,
Frances, waving. (Photo by Dave Jenkins)
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